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The Ahimation of Algorithms: Theory and Practice 
by: Peter J. Floriani 
ABSTRACT 
The concept of animation of an a 1 gor i thm_ < a program . ,n 
execution) 
The three 
is examined, both abstractly and practically. 
i.mportant uses of algorithm animation are 
di·scusse.d: a teaching device, ·a -debugging t·ool, and an aid 
i n a 1,gor i t hm an a 1 ys i s. 
.... 
An executing program is described abstractly as 
existing in fbur domains: code, data, system and problem. 
Each . JS subdivided into various hierarchical level·s, 
delimiting orders of s~ructural complexity. The members of 
each domain are given a representation allowing their 
display as a form, altering in time as execution. proceeds. 
Tr,e several combinations (pairs of domain.s) are treated 
s i mi 1 ar 1 y. Examples of simple animations of the domains 
are presented. 
The design . issues suggest pairs of alternative 
approaches to an aMimation: ad hoc, which hand-animates 
one selected program, or "environmental", which primari1Y 
- l -
machine-animates 
4 
any program; program development 
environment-: a. comprehensive tool for editing, compilation, 
testing and animation, or a stand-alone tool , which 
pre/post-processes a program extrinsic to other usage 
steps. I ,/ ,/ 
Design of the human interface- is discussed: the user 
views representations of the four domains in windows, 
independently 
term in a 1 , 
animation. 
and 
con tro 11 ed areas of a color graphics 
has a wide range of control over the 
An example animation is -examined: Tar j a.n / s dh e ap 
implementation of the Prim minimum spanning tree algorithm. 
This provides an example of the code, data, and problem 
domains,,. and -readily shows the appl icabi 1 i ty of animation 
to teaching. 
,..--' 
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INTRODUCTION 
To animate an algorithm is to give a portrayal of its 
implementation structures as they· change in time, thereby 
mimicking the execution of that program. The animation 
process may use any one of the dynamic art forms, such as 
cartoons, movi'es, pr even ballet. Some of these forms may 
give rise to unique insights into the nature of algorithms, 
as we 11 as possi·bly providing interesting entertainment, 
but they do not allow for simple reproducib·ility, Mor .are 
they readily available to most workers in the computing 
. ·. 
sciences. A form which does sat i· sfy these requirements is 
animated computer gr·ap·h i cs. This paper w i 11 consider- both 
the abstract and concrete aspects of algorithm animation. 
I t w i 1 l also discuss the factors of human. interaction, 
algorithmic structure, and system design, as they are 
involved in both ad hoc and environment~l ike algorithm 
~ 
animation programs. An example of an animated algorithm 
w i 11 be presen t·ed: Tar-j an,. s dheap imp 1 emen tat ion of Prim,. s 
minimum spanning tree algorithm. Comments wi 11 
ma.de regarding the . future poss i bi 1 it i es of 
... 
also be 
al gor- i thm 
an i mat l on, in. its relation to the areas of programming 
environments, semantics, and design. 
Why animate an algorithm? Considered as a matter of 
.. 
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pure art, it is enjoyable! Watching an animated display of 
the execution of an algorithm offers the same exhilaration 
as conducting the performance of a symphony, even though 
the 1 isting of the program provides a c~mplete view of the 
program, Just as the score of music does for the symphony. 
The conductbr (the user) not only hears the musfc (sees the 
output), he also sees it being generated (the execution of 
the /program'). Even more, it offers intense satisfaction, 
since the user, 1 ike the conductor, has complete control 
over the speed a ..nd other parameters of execution. 'iBut the 
score is sti 11 available, and . SO IS the listing - which 
means the user may partake of both the static and dynamic 
forms. This static/dynamic ability, the ref ore, 1 eads to 
the fi~st Can~ most important) practical ~se of algorithm 
animation: as a tool which aids in the ·understanding of the 
action of an algorithm. 
The ability to provide a fully controllable view Of the 
internal, dynamic structures of an algorit~m is a teaching 
tool unsurpassable in computi·ng. This is because it offers 
a 
. 
view of· . rraov1ng internal mechan i- sms, which prev i ous·l y 
could only be seen as multiple diagrams in books or erased 
and re-erased chalkboards, or as images in the mind/s eye. 
This use of the computer as a demonstration tool mlght be 
compared ·to the use of the piano. in 
. 
music classes. 
- 4 -
(I 
Brown University has developed a system of algorithm 
an imat .ion, intended primarily for teaching, Which _has been 
in use since September, 1983. This system, Known as BALSA 
<Brown Algorithm Simulator and Animator), was described in 
the SIGGRAPH ,. 84 Conference Proceedings C 1 l; this art i c 1 e 
serves as the primary reference, and was the seed crystal 
f or t h. i s t h e s i s • I n de e d , t h e au t h or ,. s i· n ·t e n t i n de v i s .i n g 
the initial animation program was to provide a pedagogical 
tool for the presentation of Tarjan,.s minimum spanning tree 
algorithms [2]. Th~ animat1on of two network p.roblems from 
Tarjan,.s worK will be discussed in this paper. Problems of 
this type are especially fascinating when animated - . . ,n 
fact, any problem involving a natural "graph", tree, or 
pointer 
animated. 
structure has a visually greater impact when 
Ar,other use of animation is in debugging. Bit for bit, 
a greater amount of data is presentable by graphical means 
than by simple alphanumeric display. One· migh·t paraphrase 
the old saying, "a picture is worth 1024 words, especially 
when it is a dynamic picture of program execution". The 
author has made use of t·hjs techn1que in the industrial 
setting·: when he worked at Frankel Engineering Labs, he 
used the graphics capabilities of various terminals to aid 
in debugging the geometric inters,ction routines of a 
- 5 -
nun~~r i cal control package. Additionally, he explored a 
pecu 1 i ar stack-1 i l<e st rue ture which w.as being considered 
for use in the ex.pression eval~ation sect·ion of another 
package. A simpl..e animated display was devised, using only 
an alphanumeric screen and cursor addr~ssing. By watching 
the changing values of the pointers and arrays, Jt was 
demonstrated~ that the structure was correctly managed by 
its control routines. 
The study of al9orithmic design may also be pursued by 
means of animation. The use of simple graph i ca 1 
representations static icons and dynamic actions - may 
provide insight of higher order than that obtainable from 
. 
complex, more detailed views. One glance at a co.1 or 
repr•sentation of breadth-first and depth-first sea~ches is 
sufficient to demonstrate th i s use f u 1 ab i 1 i t y .• The 
distinctiveness of the two patterns is so dramatic, it can 
.\ 
J 
scarce 1 y be com.pared with a pr in ~ed 1 i st of nodes vis i te:d 
in the tree. The ability to produce colored, animative 
representations of such structures can aid in recognition 
of similar forms, and may yield new ideas by intuitive 
variations of that graphical representation. Finat·ly, the 
vi sua 1 por t.rayal of the dynamic execution of an 
experimental algorithm can provide a greater insight into 
th-e in t.erna 1 mechanisms, as we 11 as assisting . 1n 
- 6 -
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,... 
determining program correctness. 
Thus, it can be seen that animation of algorithms has 
three main uses: teaching, debugging, and algorithmic 
an a 1 Y.s i s. 
system or 
The last two uses require a unified development 
environment to . .. gain the proper meas·ure of 
a 1 gor· i thm independence, and to remove muc·h O busy work u from 
the programmer/developer. As regards teaching, this would 
also be preferable, as tan be se-en ·in the case of BALSA. 
For the animation ~xamples of this thesis, however, the 
simpler technique of augmenting the code of an existing 
program was used - what we hav~ called the ad hoc 
technique, as opposed to the environmental technique. The 
difficulties encountered in applying this technique will be 
discussed, but primar.ily attention will be dir·ected towards 
the more desireable environment.al approach. 
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AN ABSTRACT MODEL OF ANIMATION OF .AN ALGORITl-t'1 
Before we can animate an algorithm, we must 
determine the nature of an algorithm in execution, and 
specify the rnanner in which its components can be displayed 
.. 
as moving in time. First, we will outline the structure of 
an execoting program, as it is (ostensibly) implem•nted to 
solve a problem. We propose an abstract model of each of 
the major components - the fou 1r "domains" of code, data, 
system and problem - and specify a method of their 
animation. The realization of the abstract animation model 
is then de.scribed; sample PASCAL implementations for 
certain animation techniques are presented. Finally, we 
show the impor·tant inter-relations of components, which we 
term the 11 combinationsn of domains, considering 
as aspects of a complete animation system. 
The Structure of an Executing Algorithm 
them 
Programs, as they exist on most modern computers, may be 
considered as having components in three doma"i ns: code, 
data, and system. Wh i 1 e it is we11~known that the 
operating system is merely a p.rogram, and the Von Newman 
declaration of "code is data. 11 has not yet been discarded, 
we here wish to distinguish the differences of function, 
- 8 -
,{ ' . 
rather than of substance. "Code" has the function of 
instruction, causing certain objects to be manipulated in a 
predictable fashion. These objects are "~ata", which have 
the property that a relationship exists ·between each 
computer-stored datum and some abstract intellectual 
concept, e.g~ a number or name. The third division 1 the 
"system", is an organizational entity which al] OWS 
independent str·eams of code to execute (jobs), supplies 
shared data objects (files, and other structures}, and 
provides .a means of communicati·ng data to the ·11 outside 
world" through input and output subsystems. 
Now, what we have been referring to as an "algorithm" 
is really a well-defined collection of components of all 
thr.ee forms, and is what is norma 1 ly referred to as a 
"program". 
somewhat 
(We have chosen to use the term "algorithm" 
loosely, since there seems to be no way of 
animating an algorithm - a purely intellectual abstraction 
- unless it ·had some real ·implem.entation.) The execution· of 
an algorit·hm is the system-directed performance of the code 
of· a pr-ogram, manipulating some selected data elements, 
usually specific ·to each separate execution. This 
execution has been modelled in many ways, notably C in the 
abstract sense) by Turing machines [3] and 1 inked-forest 
manipulation systems [4] and (in the concrete sense) by 
- 9 -
any currently runni·ng computer. 
k We will extend the code-data-system combination with a 
fourth dimension, which, to some extent, fills the gap 
between the abstract algorithm and its implementation. 
This dimension-, which we term the "problem domain", shows 
how the component parts <sub-problems) o.f a problem ar-e 
solved by the algorithm. 
can only be implemented 
other three domains. 
Unfortun~tely, the problem domain 
(\ cur-r-en t ma.chi nesJ w i thin the 
on, may think of the problem domain 
as being a Kind of "algorithm correctnessn specif1cation, 
. 
since it requires program augmentation analogous to that 
done in studies of '' pro.gram correc tness 11 • 
at another use of algorithm animation!) 
(This may hint 
An overview of the these four dimensions of the 
execution of an algorithm may be obtained through the 
following interesting analogy. Consider the computer 
executing_ a program as a person putting a j i gs·aw puzz 1 e 
together. The ~ode includes operations like "test two 
p i e c es for f i t 11 , 11 j o i n the two pieces" and 11 set 
aside new rnerged piece". The data is the numerous variant 
shapes of the pieces, which, at times, may be organized 
into larger or smaller sub-structures. The system is the 
human puzzle-solver, who directs the execution of 
- 10 -
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piece-fitting attempts, and the management of intermediate 
structures~ If more than one person is solving the 
_puzzle, we have a multi-proces$ing system! The problem 
domain is the degree to which the jigsawed portions of the 
picture 
united. 
itself, as ~epresented on the box, have been 
The su.b-probl ems are, typ i ca 11 y, the various 
dominant features of the picture (sky, buildings., etc.), 
. 
since _we usually solve jigsaws by "growing together" 
. pieces. related pictorial 
puzzle-solving 
proceedings. 
would be to 
A suitable animantion of 
film or video-tape the 
It is clear that the execution of an algorithm may be 
considered for observation in any of the four dimensions of 
code, data, system, and· problem domains. Furthermore, each 
domain is resolvable into subsidiary units of measure -
representing the various hie~archical levels which are 
distinguishable with.in that dimension. For example, in the 
code domain, one might distinguish the levels of Programs, 
Procedures, Statements, Substatements, and Machine code. 
These levels may reveal the intricate order of semantic 
complexity within each dimension. The usefulness of this 
decomposition (and the degree of its resolution) _is purely 
subject to. 
intentions. 
the user ... ·s 
Nevertheless, 
- 11 -
desires, or the animator ... s 
each domain should be 
. . 
\ 
' 
• 
representable on <at 1 east) one 1 eve 1 of resolution. 
The c·ode Dom a i n 
The code doma1n is a sequence of executed code in time: 
the instructions performed by a . program, 1 n the order 
specified by the problem currently being solved. This is a 
trace of the execution, n·ot just a 1 ist of the code. The 
levels within the code dimension may be diagrammed: 
lowest: mach l ne co.de 
••• 
'in.termediate code' 
• • • 
(compiler~written) 
. . . 
-----------------------------------------------------------
statements 
• • • 
procedures 
• • • 
highest: pr·ocesses 
'problem sema·ntic code' 
(user-written) 
Lyi~g alongside this measure are secondary units_, one 
) 
{"' ' of ,._whict, -may be termed "problem semantic code". These 
cover a port.ion of the user-written code area; they relate 
seque_nces of user code to semantic units solving some 
sub-problem, or step of a sub-problem (as opposed to the 
- 12 -
possibly many 1 ines of code which may be needed to express 
that step). 
We w i 11 now specify an abstr-ac t representation of the 
code doma·i n. Consider a log file, which is produced .whe·n 
an abstract ma.chine mode 11 i ng our rea 1 c·ompu ter runs the 
program we are in~estiging. As it executes, each machine 
ins.truction e·xecuted is written to the file. T·h· is f i 1 e 
contains one record per quantum of ti.me (or machine cycle); 
each record is marked uniquely with the time of its 
creation. The record contains one field for each 
"\ 
concurrent processor of the machine •. In between mach.ine 
tycles, records marked with non-quantized times are written 
to i n di cat e i n i t i at i on or comp 1 et i or, of the higher 
structural entities of the program, such as statements, 
procedures, or the 1 iKe. If we now attach some auxiliary 
mechanism to read this log file, displaying it i·n an 
appropriate form, we obtain a complete abstract model for 
an animated· code domain. 
This model al lows us to readily specify the code domain 
portion of an animation system. In a compiler-oriented 
s i tu at ion , a . pre-processing step is performed before 
comp i 1 at ion: a procedure ca 11 is ins.er ted be tween each 
serially executable· code un·it (·-i.e. statement). This 
- 13 -
call passes a 1 iteral representation of the following 1 ine 
of code to a procedure which is part of the animat·ion 
system. This procedure must perform the following tasks: 
1. obtain a system clock timestamp 
2. determine process/job id 
3. format a record en try 
4. log the record 
5. display the record if req~ested 
To guarantee proper synchronization when studying 
cuncurr~nt processes, the entire procedure should be 
e x e c u t e d i- n a (u s e r ) non-interruptable state. Th i's 
p r o c e du r e < k n own as ., AA ,. , f or ,. A 1 go r i t h m An i ma t or ... , i n t h e 
example of Fi gu·r.e 2) wil 1 also be supplied with a 
hiera~chical level number, i·n order to allow the various 
levels of code td be d·iscerned. 
Unfortunately, t YP i ca 1 languages have no other 
structural components between 'statement/ and ,.procedure/ 
which may universally represent the -'problem •emantic-' 
components used . f, n the program. A human int.ermediary is 
required t·o insert ca 11 s denoting problem seman t:i cs, . since 
intuiting the steps of the sub-problems solved by a program 
from the code of th.e problem cannot be genera 11 y performed 
methanically. Hence, animation of the problem semantic 
level can only be pursued by ad hoc techniques. One 
- 14 -
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simple approach, used in the BALSA system C1l·., is to insert 
these calls by hand when a selecte-d pr·ogram is prepar•d for 
animation study. In BALSA, the probl.em semantic steps are 
Known as "interesting events", and they are di.splayed by a 
routine separate from· that used for display of statements. 
Figure 1 shows a sample PASCAL procedure 11 BUBBLESORT 11 , 
which will be animated. An example of the augmentation 
required to animate the code domain for II BUBBLESORT" is 
shown in Figure 2. This method of hand-extending a program 
is straightforward, although there is also the risk of 
" 
animating what the code means, rather than what it says. 
On the 0th.er hand, i t a 11 ows . maximum f 1 e X i .b i 1 i t Y 
. . 
. 1n 
clarifying meanings and subtleties of problem semantics, 
which is probably the only practical way of putting problem 
semantics into the code ~icture. 
Some of the 1 ines inserted in the example, notably 
those with second parameter ~1/ could have been generated 
' 
by a pre-processor, . since the 
execution of each statement. An interest i'·ng special case 
occurs when a loopin-g construct is ·anima.ted: the loop 
statement should be displayed upon entry to the loop, and 
at each time the test for loop exit is made. The exit 
itself should also be displayed. Other "structured" 
- 15 -
staten.ents should similarly be "hailed and farewelled"; the 
animator might choose some of these to h.ave di st inc t 
h·i.erarchical levels. 
To achieve animation of the code domain at levels lower 
than the .-programmer-writ ten codes, an interpretive approach 
must be used·. This interpretor, however, is unusual 
it would interpret the compiled code of the program, which 
itself has already been augmented. The object code would 
also be augmented by the compiler to include tracing of 
semantic construe ts as they are executed. As a very srnal 1 
example of this, see Figure 3. This is quite tedious to do 
by hand, although a compiler could readily generate code of 
t h i s n a t .u r e • 0 f c o u r s e , a. n y c on v e n i e n t II s t a c I< mac h i n e II or 
11 three-address"· operations may· be used at the atom·i c 1 evel, 
rather than. real opcodes. 
The Data Domain 
If one were to wire each b.i t of a computer ... s memory to 
a pixel of a graphics termin•l, and then make a movie of 
the changing patterns as a program exec.uted (whe~e the 
frame rat.e of the film was the same as the machine cycle), 
the data domain -of that· program. would be animated. This 
technique, although rath~r bizarre, is actually a logical 
- 16 -
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real iza.tion of the animation concept applied to data. (In 
fact, we would think that the idea would have its uses in 
design of new machines, or· operating ·systems.) To a 
programmer, however, this method is un~ieldy, moreover, 
though it provides a displ~y of every bit of data, it 
does not supply information easy to relate to the program 
being stu·died, 
1 owes t 1 eve 1 • 
. 
since the information presented is of the 
I 
... 
Programs, even the lowest-level "bit-pushingu rciutines, 
typically make use of variables: the grouping of bits into 
larger structures. Ptogrammers are mostly unconcerned with 
the implementation of variables as groups of bits (their 
mi·cro-structure), but the organization of simpler variables 
into more complex ones (their macro-structure) . IS 
. 
important. Our animation scheme must recognize these 
di st inc ti ons of the hi e-rarchy of data s.truc ture by 
providing. the ability to view the various l~vels of d-ata. 
We might organize data st.ructures according to the 
f-ollowing plan, useful for describing the 
external data structures of an application 
1 owe st: bi ts (each either O or t) 
simple variables (sev~ral bits) 
- 17 -
(program) 
system: 
highest: 
records (several variables) 
files (several records) 
data bases (several files) 
Unfortunately, stacks, queues and other common 
structures do not n·eatly fit this plan. o:ne can readily 
' 
' 
see the organization of bits into simple var·iables, and 
th~n the grouping together of simple variables, but the 
manne-r of describing a 11 possible groupings is not 
apparent. Sti 11, we do not wish to implement the animation 
of eac.h different data structure unique 1 y, therefore we 
req.uire a common representation for all data structures. 
I . 
We have chos:en t.o represent t·he data domain by t.he 
directed graphs of network theory, where the vertices are 
the elementary data items, and the edges are the relations 
which group the elements into structures~ This may 
appear somewhat unnatural - however, not only does it 
provide a description of the entir~ hierarchy of data 
structures, it directly leads to an abstract model of their 
an i mat i. on. 
The data domain is modelled by a logging structure, 
each record of which is the forest of all the graphs of 
data struc·tures used by the program. At each machine 
- 18 -
" 
cycle, a new record is written to this log. It is 
important to note that not only the elementary data items, 
but the graphs themselves, may alter during the execut i ci'n 
of the program. We may . superimpose graphs of various 
"colors" on the actual graphs written to thi·s file, 
indicating struc tura 1 re 1 at i-onsh i ps of higher orders, such 
as that associating all variables of a particular recursive 
1 eve 1 of a p.roce-dure, etc. 
This representation 1 eads to a straightlorward 
animation of the data domain. At any point in time, we 
merely display the set of graphs of· related variables in 
the following way: Part i t ion the va.ri ables in to 
super-graphs, such that each super-graph is closed under 
every relation associating any variable within it. Compute 
t.he coordinates of the vertices of a regular n--sided 
polygon for each super-graph, wh-ere n is the cardinality of 
th~ s~per-graph, located such that .no two such polygons 
overlap. Each vertex of the polygon is marked with the 
name and value of the variable. Then, having associated a 
. 
color with each different relation, vectors ( 1 . . unique 1ne 
segments with arrowheads) of the proper color are drawn 
. . . the vertices of variables which in Jo1n1ng are some 
relation with each other. Thus, both the changing values 
and relations of variables are observable with this method. 
- 19 -
It is quite difficult to treat the data domain 
independently of the code in a real pro9ram. We will not 
do so, since our attempts always seemed to start with the 
"a p.i xe 1 for every bi t• 11 technique. Instead, by assuming 
that the code-directed manipulations of data a.re a 
realization of the semantics of t·he attribute grammar 
associated with the code, we can represent the semantics 
spec i f. i e d by code au gme n tat i on s • We will not give a 
theoretical Justification of this statement, nor wi11 we 
pursue spe·c if i cation of the comp 1 e te set of code-augmenting 
operations required to represent gene .. ra 1 data-man i pu 1 at i ng 
semantics. Rather, we will give a subset of operatiohs, 
and show simple versions of their use. 
The following operations will be used to represent 
manipulations of the data domain within the code domain: 
rvalue<NAME) returns the r-value (reads· the value) 
of t·he variable 11 NAME 11 
lvalue(NAME,value) sets the 1-value (writes the 
v a 1 u e ) of t h e v a. r i ab 1 e " NAME II t o .11 v a 1 u e " 
create(NAME,type) creates a variable "NAMEu of type 
II type II ' having no associated value 
destroy(NAME) . wipes out the variable 11 NAME", removing 
all associations with other variables 
relate(A,B,R) relat& variabl• A to Bin relation R 
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rsons(NAME, R) re turns the <.poss i bl'Y nu 11) set of 
var i a.bl es wh. i ch are sons of NAME under 
relation R (that is, the set of A for 
which /relate(NAME,A,R),. has occurred) 
rfathers(NAME,R) returns the (possibl)" null) set of 
variables which are fathers of NAME under 
relation R (that . 1s, the set of A for 
which ,.relate(A,NAME,R)/ has occurred) 
We use stquences of these operations, together with a 
set of well-defined functions mapping any desire-d n-tuple 
of values into aQother (e.g. addition, mul·t1plication, 
etc.). These sequences are inserted in the code of the 
program. Each augmentation will describe the changes made 
in the data domain by the adjacent (original) 1 ine of co·de. 
code, that . ,s, These sequences are not actual 
instructions! They specify t.he various inter-relations of 
variables < and their va 1 ues) which change from i ns·truc ti on 
to instruction - representing the characteristics df the 
data domain which have been altered by execution of a code 
fragment. Only the sequences necessary to show the changed 
portion of data are actually inserted; these sequences then 
gi·ve -an immediate realization of the animation of the data 
domai-n. As a very simple example of these seq·uences, see 
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Figure 4. 
It is apparent that simple variables and assignmen·t 
stat,ments can be handled by thi:s approach. Comp 1 i cat i on s 
ariie when we consider a structured variable, such a$ an 
array. Consider the program of Figure 5. We say that two 
v.ar i ables of tt,e same ·array have re 1 at ion II SAMEARRAY" to 
• 
each other. We also define the INDEXES relation to be the 
relation betw-en th~ index (control variable) of the FOR 
1 oop and the array element to which ·it currently refers. 
Note 'that we have added the following support routine 
to allow replacement of the cu~rently defined son or fath~r 
of a one-to-one relation, such as INDEXES. 
replacerelation<A,B,C,R) deletes any existing relation R 
from A to some subscript of a 
variable B, and then adds 
relation R from A to c. 
This is a simpler notation for the following pseudo~ode: 
FOR -~ :=B. LOWESTSUBSCRI PT TO B.HIGHESTSUBSCRIPT DO 
IF Bt(l IN rsons(·A,R) AND A=rfather<Bt;J,R) THEN 
relate(A,BC(J,NULL>; 
relate(A,C,R); 
where C is an unbound variable. 
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This can qui c.l< 1 y get very difficult to follow, 
. 
especially when animating several complex data structures 
in a set of procedures which may pass them both by value 
and by reference. This level of detail must be relegated 
to a preprocessor, or the compiler/interpretor, hence it is 
not suitable ·for ad hoc animations. We have not 
attempted any low-order animations in our experiments, 
rather, we have devoted time to the realistic portrayal of 
a few important non-trivial data structures, u_sing what we 
term the "natural" or common representations. This leads 
to the topic of "problem semantic data structures", similar 
to the "problem semantic code" <which we referred to in the 
code doma _i n di sc u ss i on) • This . 1s, perhaps, the most 
importent topic in the animation of the data domain~ 
Most of the major data structures in use today have 
representatJons which . g I-Ve a good II conceptual f i t 11 - the 
pictures typically used in books [see, for example, 5·] and 
explanations provide a good match between the structure 
(and its management operations) and that structure's mental 
image. Of course, the visual·izations of the mind are not 
communicable as such, unless they are expres5ed physically, 
and, like the "chicken and the egg", we cannot say whether 
the concept, or the picture used to express that concept, 
has priority. While the philosophical aspects may be open 
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for discussion, we will take for granted the correlation of 
these common or "natural" representations with their 
abstract equivalents. 
The conventions of "structured programming" and code 
sharabil ity have led to two reliable features. associated 
with most cornmon data structures. A structure is nearly 
always referenced only through a 1 imited set of control 
routines. In fact, some languages <-or· their run-time 
support 1 ibraries) provide these routines for c~rtain-
predef i·ned structures, but one data structure almos·t 
invariably implemented in this way is the file. Suppose, 
f or e x amp 1 e , t h e t y p i c a 1 f i 1 e i s a 1 an g u age - r e 1 a t e d ( i • e • 
comp i 1 ed or interpreted) feature, rather than one sup_pl i ed 
by the system. We make this supposition since, although we 
will later treat files as members of the system domain, 
they are properly a data structure, and our entire 
discussion of data structures is applicable to them. For a 
file, the set of control routines may inclu.de the 
we 1 1 -.K n own ·op e r a t i on s II op e n 11 , 11 r e ad 11 , 11 w r i t e 11 , 11 r e w i n d II an d 
"close". Often the implementation uses seturity 
constraints to explicitly prevent any access to files, 
ex·cept th~ough these routines. While not all data 
struc.tures may have their acc·ess paths limited in such a 
way, the program's use of the structure should respect the 
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struc tur-e ~ s II pr i va·cy 11 , and ma_n i pu 1 ate the st rue ture on 1 y 
through the routines provided. Of course, data-flow 
analysis can resolve any exceptions from this rule. 
The second useful quality of common data structures is 
that they have well-defined internal form-. This 
regularity does not necessarily imply the notion of 
homogeneity, such as the typical FORTRAN •rray~ We refer 
to a "typedu structure in the sense of PASCAL, or a 
schema~defined construct, such as some data bases [6]. 
This 11 ty·pe 11 or schema must be available at some level of 
machine-prtcessability, whether it is at compile-time or 
run-time, and variabl-es of this type remain of this type, 
unless changed through regular means. (Irregular means 
would be use of PEEK and POKE in BASIC C7J, or RPLACA and 
RPLACD 1n LISP [8], for example.) Again using the instance 
of files, most sys.terns allow spe.cification of a file~s 
recor·d size or "type" (text, binary, etc.) only at the time 
t h e f i 1 e i s c r e a t e d or II ope n '' -e d • Ty p i c a l 1 y , n o f .a c l 1 i t y 
is provided for conversion of the file from one form into 
an o t h e r < e • g ·• t e x t t o b i n a r Y·) i n s i t u • 
Al though we Know that we _may always choose the 
"polygonal graph" visualization of a data structure, wit-h 
an i mat ·i on by augmentations mimicKing the attribute 
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seman ti <.:s, we w i 11 resort to i t on 1 y for 1 ow-1 eve 1 or 
extreme cases, since i t w i l 1 rarely produce the common 
representation of many important structures. We will avoid 
this difficulty by choosing to animate them on a higher 
level - that of the structure's access and control 
routines. This means that we must rely on the regular 
definition of each data structure, and controlle-d access to 
it through a small set of control routines. 
seen, both of these req.uirements are met 
As we have 
for most 
frequently occurring data structures. For them, animat·ion 
is stra_i.ghtforward, since the regular structure results . In 
a machine-performable representation, and the 
routines del·imit the code for the actual 
control 
animation. 
A common ex amp 1 e is a stack. Let us def i·ne the members 
of the stack to be integers, and provide the following four 
control routines: 
CREATESTACK(name) creates a stack with name 'name' 
PUSH(name,value) pushes 'value' onto stack 'name' 
POP(name,var) 
KI.LLSTACK( name) 
pops top of stack 'name' into 'var' 
destroys stack 'name' 
It is easy to create animate·d versions of each of these 
routines, without considering the details of the stacK ... s 
implementation. Figure 6 shows sample graphical 
representations of these operations, using the common form 
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of a stack. This figure contains four separate 'frames' of 
a code ~equence, startihg Just at the creation of the 
stack. Note that these frames are "artist's renditions", 
not putputs from any program. A ,.standard' heading region 
in the upper left corner has been added, providing both the 
source code and the time of its execution, in order 
to. give a fe.el for the time flow involved in the sequence. 
It should be clear that the KILLSTACK routine m~rely 
deallocates the. display structure acquired by the 
CREATE STACK routine, or visually marKs it 11 no longe·r 
active" .. 1n some way - we .have not shown this action. 
We . give the code for the animated 'front-ends' of the 
The four original routines 
. 
above routi.nes in Figure 7. 
have been renam~d with a prime to represent their new 
internal existance. Remember that we are not concerned 
with the details of their implementation, which we do not 
provide! We use the (unprimed) names as the names of the 
animated fr·ont-ends, in order to avoid changing every call 
to these routines throughout the program. Note that we 
have disregarded some complicating • issues . 1n these 
implementations, such as what to do when the stack grows 
bigger than the screen area. This and similar problems 
of structu·res larger than a window's area wi 11 require 
a control device 0 scro11 i ng" 
. . ' Wh i Ch W i l 1 be 
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" discussed later, but it is clear that their resolution 
involves changes on.ly at these locations. 
, 
A s i. m i 1 ar , bu t somewhat more comp 1 ex tech n i q u e for data 
structure 
run-time 
display 
system 
. 
IS used . In INCENSE [ 9] • . IS a 
supporting the Mesa language on the 
Xerox Alto personal computer. Relying on tables generated 
by the compiler, it requires-no source code modification. 
Upon arrival at a breakpoint during execution, it provides 
the user with the ability to graphically display any Mesa 
variable. While INCENSE is intended solely for debugging 
use, the approach used for data display is worth of note. 
Each data type has an associated collection of procedures 
:, 
and data, termed an ~rtist, which produces the display of 
a variable in any ma~ner specified by a previously defined 
Format or Layout. A Fo·rmat may, f·or example, specify 
information to be displayed in either an -"int~rnal" form 
C 
(as variables) or as some analogous form (such as a 
thermometer, clock, or other device), whereas Layouts 
handle placements .of pointer-constructed forms. INCENSE is 
highly user-oriented in presentation, and th.e user may 
interactively select where a variable is to be displayed. 
Wh i 1 e we feel that i t is an ·important variation . In 
techniques of data domain animatiqn, we do not have room to 
pursue this approach further. 
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-The Code-Data Combination 
We now turn to the first of the combination issues, 
certainly the most compl~x, as well as the most important: 
the inter-related animation of code and data. This topic 
may be considered to exist in two directions: code-to-d~ 
and data-to-code. The code-to-data direction provides 
information on variables in the context of the source code 
(.an extension of the animated code domain), while the 
data-to-code direction shows the :or i g·i n in the source cod·e 
of changes made to the data structure (an extension of the 
animated data domain). The first is not e-asy to implement, 
although it is useful in all purposes of anim•tion; the 
second is ve·ry difficult and convoluted, but it offers 
great advantages for debugging and algorithm research. 
When code is animated as prevjously discuss,d, the 
statement <or language fr~gment) is seen as it originally 
appeared in the source, except for poss-ible prettyprlnt 
reformatting. Often we wish to see what values are 
. 
1n currently associated with the variables as they appear 
the code. This 1s term~d the code-to-data direction: see, 
for examplej the code in the second frame of· F_igure 6: 
PUSH< .,ABC.,, 123); 
Here, rather than show the original ca.11, we have shown the 
values which were passed to the "PUSH" routine. Although 
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the first parameter of PUSH is a VAR parameter, it is 
read-on 1 y throughout th.at routine, being passed as VAR 
for ~fficiency, so we may show it as a value. 
From t·he example mentioned this might appear to be a 
simple tasK - merely show the va·lue of each variable as it 
appears in the code - but there is more to be con.sidered. 
First, not a 11 va 1 ues are representable II i n-l i ne II in the 
code. Arrays and· other- structured t):'pes, not to mention 
files, must be notated in some way. Another problem in 
some lan~uages is induced by the read-only nature of 
pass-by-value parameters versus the possible "hidden 
assignment opera tor II of pass-by-reference par ame ter·s: w" 
face a dilemma in notating the parameters of procedure 
calls. We atte~pt a solution in~ the code of the fou.rth 
,. 
frame of Figure 6 by in.sertion of the assignment operator : 
POP('ABC',:=456); 
A third difficulty arises since the original source should 
not be ignored - we should see the variables as th.ey were 
coded~; as well as their values. This is complicated when 
the variable ha.s a non-trivial scope, i • e • f orma.1 
parameters. In Figure 8, the actual parameters of 
11 dista.nce 11 called within 11 distance2arc 11 may be displayed 
rel~tive to "distance2arc" or th~ main ·program. We suggest 
that the approach requires the use of layered screens of 
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source code, with variable values interspersed, and a 
wide-spread use of color (and probably a strong rel i·ance on 
interactive selections of views), but we will leave the 
details to be specified in future work. 
The direction of data-to-code is very complex, both to 
describe or to implement. We desire to record the exact 
statement (or fragment) which causes a change in data 
structur~, along with other pertinent information. Why 
bother with this? Primarily, because one of the most 
, 
di·fficult questions to answer in debugging a program is 
"How did that variable get to be that value?" - hence 
our· interest in this difficult issue. 
An instance of the data-to-code relation occurring in 
t h e i n du s t r y i s t h e " 1 o g II or II au d. i t t r a i l u c on c e p t u s e d . 1n 
data base backup and other applications [6], where each 
alterati·on made to the data base is logged to a file, 
recording the 11 before 11 and "after" states of the data, time 
of action, and program-identifying information. This is, 
of course, only a simple subset of the data-to-code 
relation. 
Here again, di·fficulties arise in attempting to give a 
general means of implementation. Occasionally the true 
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cause of a variable acquiring a particulJr value is not 
directly related to a particular assignment statement 
(witness the pass-by-reference issue mentioned above). 
Many times the values of other variables (involved . 1n 
condl t i-onal or looping statements) are the indirect, yet 
more informative, causes of a particular value assignment. 
Another problem is related to the indistinguishabil ity of 
nested recursive· routines. Of course, each new level of 
nestin·g may be tagged with a depth number, but a clean 
representation . IS st i 1 1 needed. The final . rssue . 1-·S 
probably insurmountable in any (current) practical sense: 
given that the direct cause of value assignment ·, IS 
available, show the antecedent causes bacK to the start of 
the program. Yet, one should refrain fr·om question.ing the 
u ti 1 i ty of this issue un ti 1 one actual 1 y does 
debugging! 
some 
As in our discussion of the code-to-data relation, 
. 
again we can only . g Ive some suggestioMs for further 
-research. If the location in the source code of e-ach 
assignment of a variable is recorded, a partial solution 
may be obtained. Perhaps a pointer to the code domain's 
atomic log should be recorded at each assignment, and 
procedures supplied which display information from that 
log. Despite the obvious desirability of a data-to-code 
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di sp 1 ay, .its comp 1 ex i ty prevents us from going in to f-ur ther 
de ta i 1 • 
The System Domain 
The operating system is a program - therefore it is 
composed of both code and data. The disting·uishing feature 
of the opera.ting S¥Stem, setting it apart from other 
programs, is i·ts ability to perform input and output to 
external devices, and its control over (real or apparen·t) 
concurrency of multiple sequences o.f code execution. Si nc.e 
each operating system has its own unique entities and 
\ 
control methodology, 'it would be unreasonable to include 
the many d.i verse members of the system domain in one 
general a-bstrac t description. both device 
input/output and concurrency can be described within the 
code and data domains already defined. Thus, we could· 
resort to examining the system as a program, applying the 
tec~niques already devised for bo·th code and data. An 
analysis of the system as a program would be valuable for 
its own design and debug~ing, but, as the object under 
examination is usually a program running within the 
system, the inner details of the system/s operation are 
. 
not pertinent. Therefore, we will view the operating 
system, not as a program itself, but as code and data 
components, used within, but separate from,. a particular 
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program. 
On today's mainframes, Qne often finds many users, each 
engaged in solving problems independently, and others 
cooperating in solving problems. Our general treatment of 
animation is on a II probl em 11 1 eve 1 : ther-e exists one main 
program directing solution of a pr-oblem. This pr-ogr-am may 
cause execution of new dependent or indep~ndent programs, 
all committed to partial solution of the master problem (as 
controlled by the main program). Of course, in a typical 
data processing package, the many· functions of data-ent.ry, 
updating, repbrt generation, and even data backup occur 
simultaneously yet independently ·- but ·each independent 
program may be considered to contain portions of the . main 
program which direct the order of atce~s to t·he sh~red data 
uniting the many programs as sub-solvers of the master 
problem. Thus, . 1n a sense, the main . pr-ogram rs the 
operating system itself, as it is responsible for the 
concurrent access to shared storage, and the scheduling of 
simultaneous programs. So the animation of the system 
domain is really a monitoring of the operating system 
itself. This animation, however, must be di.stinguished 
from ~erformance measurement tools (which- measure CPU and 
memory usage in various ways) and other system management 
tools <which Keep track of usage by users, accounts, or 
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other managerial structures). Animation '&hows different 
levels of detail than either of these system monitors. 
... 
In order ·to animate the system domain, we w i 11 make 
several assumptions about the interface between a program 
and the system, and we 1 imi t our· anal-ysi s to those common 
abilities provided by a typical operating system. These 
J imits are placed so as to avoid the difficulties resulting 
from the varying representation of similar forms on 
different computers; we· believe that we have included t.he 
major capabilities available on many systems. Our 
specifications should be readily transformable into those 
for any system with which the reader may be acquainted. 
Any system feature tied to some 1 inguistic construct, e.g. 
ON OVERFLOW and c)ther interrupt-re 1 a ted dev i.ces, can 
usually be transformed to meet these specif.icatio.ns. 
Regardless of th~ usual language constructs. which 
implement the abilities provided by the operating system, 
we require that all req~ests a.nd transfers of .information 
must occur only through a procedu~e call 
language construct). This II procedura 1 i zing" 
(or related 
is done to 
regularizt th~- syntactic occurances of system requests, 
giving a common structure to each preparatory to animation. 
Ntite that we distinguish the facilities provided by the 
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operating 
1 i br ar y: 
functions, 
the 
type 
from those of the run-time support 
code for such things as trigonometric 
conversion, and formatting could be 
performed by code within the program; such routines are 
placed in 1 ibraries primarily for convenience, rather than 
functional uniqueness. 
We will only investigate animation of the following 
i·mportant system entities~ 
Data forms: 
1 • 
... 
f i 1 es - a data structure managed by the system, 
usually of the form 11 ARRAY OF type", accessible 
from more than on, program, but preserving the 
integrity of each component or 11 record 11 • 
2~ mailboxes - data structures of any form which are 
accessible f.rom more _,than one program, hence 
requiring certain integrity control 
variables private to a program. 
not needed b> ... 
3. devices ~ a special form of a f-ile, in most cases 
on 1 y 1 accessible sequentially, and for which a 
certain time must elapse until the next record may 
be read or written~ 
Code-jn-execution fo~ms: 
1. programs - t.he synthesis of code-data-system domains 
in a state of executabil ity 
~ 
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2. processes -a program which executes simultaneously 
·with all others, related in a. tree fashion to some 
others, the root is called the "main program". 
3. Jobs - a ma.in program (and possible descendents) 
called into existance by some us~r action (or by 
code within a program) 
We w i 11 not ex amine o·ther 1 ess common syste.m ab i 1 it i es. 
Having specified the entities controllable by the 
system, and examined the restric·tion of those controlling 
actions into .procedures, we can proceed to specify the 
an imat'l on of tt,e system domain. First, a procedure ca 11 to 
each different system function is enclos.ed in a 11 front-end 11 
routine. Each of these routines is then augmented by 
animating code, designed to portray the code form or data 
form being controlled. The program under study is then 
a.ltered to call these 11 front-end 11 animations of the system, 
instead of their originals, either by ad hoc alterations, 
or environmental mediation of the calls. Although we need 
a separate animating r·outine for each d'ifferent compone·nt, 
we on 1 y have to p:roduce this code once to animate the 
system domain for any programs running on that system. We 
are free to choose either the envi~onmental or ad hoc 
approaches in which these animation are performed, but the 
concept of sharabil ity of code would indicate some form of 
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-system animation environment, even if the other domains are-
animated in an ad hoc fashion. 
All of the system's features, influding the execution 
of independent jobs, are considered as they aid in the 
solution of one specific problem (as requested usually, but 
not. necessarily, by one particular user). That i~, the 
internal detail of jobs created from a user's main program, 
tHeir descendents, and fil-es accessed· by them, must all be 
available to fully animate that main program. However, 
details of Jobs not belonging to the user may often be 
inaccessible, due to constraints of system security. A 
compl .ete animation i _mp 1 eme n tat i on requires at ·least 
functional indica.tions to be available, so each Job step 
can be seen as it incrementally solves the user's problem. 
Dur i-ng the author,.s employment at .AMP, he wrote a program 
"STREAMER", which achieved this within 
security frameworK [10, and appendix]. 
the ex i st i r,.g 
Si nee pr·ogram 
animation in the industrial settinQ will almost 
-
be used for debugging, and done by system programmers 
rather than end users, we feel that i ts use w i 1 1 not 
threaten security. In an.y case, the ideal (interpretive 
environment) approach can always be used to provide full 
animation of system details, independent of system 
convent.ions. For some operating systems, this m.ay be the 
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only possible approach, as it may be too difficult to 
construct front ends for many or all system actions. 
The previous descriptions of the code and d·ata domains are 
useful in ~nimating portions of the system doma i.n. 
The code forms be 1 ong i n.g to .. the system domain may be 
resolved into a continuation of· the upper hierarchical 
·1evels: after 11 program 11 (equivalent to "process") comes 
11 p r o c e s s - c 1 u s t e r 11 · , t h e n II j ob 11 t h e n. 11 j o b--c 1 u s t e r 11 , t h e n ( t h e 
uni versa 1 le v e 1 ) 11 ma i n-c ode 11 • ·s i mi 1 ar 1 y, the data forms 
may be extended upwards, but ,· s I nee. t·h.e y ma i n 1 y l i e 
alongsjde the data domain already considered, we only 
s t a t e t h e e x t e n s i on s : a f t e r II f i 1 e " c om e s II d a t a base 11 < · i . n 
the sense of a collection of files), then "data system"· 
then (the universal 1 e v e 1 ) 11 ma i n - d a t a ·11 • The executable 
union of the main-code and main-data forms the entire 
problem-~olving structure within th-e comp·uter. 
Animation of the system code forms is more closely tied 
to their levels than the remainder of the code domain, 
because of the partitions commonly used by the system: the 
ma-in-code is necessarily a co·11ection of job-clusters, each 
job-cluster is a collection of jobs, and so forth down to 
processes (usually the atomic code form in the system 
dom~in). As before, we will use -a log file (with a record 
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for each concurrent processor) to animate the code domain. 
~ 
It is also useful to provide a "cutaway" view of ·this 
., 
ex tended code dorna in, showing the formation of 1 arger 
components from smaller ones, tagged with the system,.s 
i de n t i f i e r a t e a c h d i s c r e t e 1 e v e 1 < j ob , .p r o c e s s , e t c • ) • 
The situation is somewhat simpler f6r the data forms, 
as no new data structures are introduced (the distinctions 
are of a secondary, i • e. problem-semantic, nature). In 
fact, the const·raint of file access to the file control 
routines clearly gi·ves the attribute-semantic view of the 
"file" data structure pr-eviously referred to. The major 
difficulty . 1n the an -ima ti on -of system data forms ·, IS 
achieving good representations of the gigantic size of the 
typical file. 
Since the algorithm we animated did not require system 
activity, we have not explored the system domain as d•eply 
as the others, nor have we developed any examples. 
However, the "front-end" method of animating the system 
domain is consistent with both environmental and ad hoc 
animations, and with our developments of the code and data 
domains. Therefore, we will leave further details to 
f u tu.re work. We feel that the ultimate system animation 
involve the environmental approach, and allow 
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se 1 e c t i on of interpretors s i mu 1 at i ng . . var1ous common 
operating systems, permitting analysis especially of 
concurrent progr-ammi ng, and programmatic i nvol<at ion of 
system-supplied utilities such as data bases. 
The Code-System and Oat.a-System Comb in at i on s 
•' 
Si nee our discussion of the system domain showe·d i ts 
mapping into portions of the code and data domafns, our 
comments on the code-data combination apply equally to the 
code-system and data-system combinations. Our- me.ntioning 
of the 11 audit trai 1 11 logging for- data base recovery can now 
be seen to really be an instance of the system-code 
direction. It should be clear that the information 
documenting these relations between code or data and the. 
system must' be tracked. within the hierarchy of the code 
domainj as extended by the system. 
The Problem Domain 
The last of the four domains to 'be considered is that 
in which the user/s problem is solved. Recall that we are 
satisfying the request: "Show .me how much of the problem 
has been solved". Mechanical solution of this would 
probabl_y require a formal ism of human problem-solving not 
. 
. . \ 
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currently available. Fortunately, since problems solved on 
compu ter.s have a mathematical nature, the task is somewhat 
simp1 if i ed. We wi 11 ten tat i vel y mode·1 the problem domain 
by a 11 forest 11 of graphs. Let the nodes represent the 
uatomic" level of the problem. The edges 1 inK the nodes 
(or subgraphs), as they are related by the algorithm. 
Other graphs are superimposed, each of different color, 
which indicate sequences of possible "states" of the 
solution. The program being studied is the·n augmented with 
procedure calls, manipulating this forest as the program 
executes. Wh i 1 e this short exposition . 1-S h·ardl y a 
general-purpose animation, it may suggest approaches for 
various probl.ems. Initially, we can see that it • IS 
properly an ad hoc animation, sinc.e it . .requ I res 
assignment of the problem,.s graph-manipulating procedure 
calls to specific points of the program code. This follows 
·because, as far as we can tel 1, onl >' the designer of the 
algorithm can define its meaningful sub-problems. 
Th- problem domaln, then, can only b~ animated by the 
ad hoc approach. The animator must consider which, if 
any, of the code or data structures within the prog~am will 
provide a good representation of the problem being solved. 
If the reader considers a few of the algorithms usually 
studied in an algorithms course, the technique becomes 
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apparent: 
Sorting: show the array being sorted 
Searching: show an II eye II l ooK i ng for the desired item 
in its structure, and put a checK mark at mismatches 
M'inimum spanning tree: depending on the algorithm, show 
the spanning tree, or part i a 11 y cons.i dered subtrees. 
Numerical integration: show the curve,. the regions of 
approximation, and their areas. 
·Parsing: show the input tape, and the parse tree. 
Tt-1 e se suggestions usually 
,, 
taKe the form of a data 
structure, either already existing, or constru.cted in order 
' 
to model the problem domain. One is reminded of the 
pictures used in cooKbooKs for cake decorating, show·ing the 
step-by-step process forming the final product. ·As an 
-
alternative, one might use a checklist, marking off 
comp 1 et ion of each step - th i .s is then an· extension from 
. ...,, 
the code domain. 
Combinatidns of the Problem Domain 
Without even a partial description, i t is v i r tu a 1 1 y 
impossible to give any details of the various combinatioMs 
of the code, data, or system domains with the problem 
domain. The general idea would be to show the relations 
between a sub~problem~s solution and the corresponding 
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. segments of the other domains. If the problem domain is 
partially mapped into a data structure, or code structure, 
these may be implementable. We feel that a case must first 
be made for the ut i 1 i ty of the combination displays, though 
completeness insists on their availability, and aspects of 
a.lgorithm analysis may be si~pl ified through their use. 
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR AN ANit'1ATED ALGORITHM 
We w i l 1 consider three aspects of de$ign: the human 
interface, codin,g, and system support. Our comments are 
aimed towards the design of a environmental animation 
system, but they are also useful for ad hoc animations. 
We w i 1 1 
reader . IS 
not specify any actual 
referred to [ l] for 
Human Aspects 
design, the interested 
details of BALSA. 
Ih- planning the human interface of an animation system, 
there are three major categories to be examined: what the 
user sees, what the user does, and other additional user 
requirements. 
What a user sees 
The user will be provided with a color graphics 
terminal of sufficient resolution to allow small characters 
to be clearly read, even when written on an angle. The 
screen's programmable area will be subdivided into 
"windows" or viewports. A window may, during the course of 
the animation, contain a representation of .any of the four 
domains code, data, system, or problem. One wi:ndow should 
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always display the current program, time, version level, 
and other pertinent global information. Another should 
show a master log of executions, edits, etc. possibly in 
the style of the DAYFILE C 11 l of the Control Data 
Corporation's SCOPE operating system. 
The· contents of a window are diverse_, as each 
hierarchi-cal level of the four domains may use of sever·al 
different methods of display. Typically, those showing the 
II 1 og" type information will show the current log record, 
and a limited number of immediately past records, t·he older 
ones having "scrol 1 ed'' off the top of the window. Others 
may allocate areas for variables, represented in their 
usual formsJ or as graphs; still others may use analog 
representations of real-world objects in motion, through 
manipulation of icons, or by alteration of graphics of 
indeterminate structure. Windows may overlay each other; 
th i's o.ccurs ·when a "zoom•• to show finer detai 1 ha_s been 
requested, or, as in BALSA, to represent recursion. Color 
will often be Ltse.d to distinguish among the different 
relationships existing between items in a window. Usually, 
graphical data will be confined to the windows, except 
possibly to implement the various comb.inations of domains, 
in which case arrows may be drawn to represent the 1 ink 
betweeh the code domain and the data domaln. 
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What a user does 
The user of an animation system has several facilities 
for controlling the display. Most graphics terminals 
prov i d.e a .w.i de range of different input devices, but we 
will only consider the "logical" as·pects of user ;·nput. We 
divid~ these into the categories of display control, 
exec u t i on con tr o 1 , e di t/ comp i l at i on , and u t i 1 i t y fun c t i on s. 
In Keeping with the 11 user-friendly 11 nature of the concept 
of animation, good help f ac i 1 . ty . also important. a I IS 
When the system . used for i n st r-u ~ t i on , those f uhc ti ons IS 
whi·ch allow modification of the algorithm, or of run-time 
structure, may be disabled. 
The user controls the display by selecting one of the 
follow.ing functions: • 
1. Define th~ physical area of the screen to be used for 
a particular window 
2 • Se l e c t t h e d orn a i n , an d 1 e v e l w i t h i n i t , t o be 
displayed in a particular window 
3. Select or alter the colors used, globally, or within 
a. window 
4. Cause . zooming (magnification or shrinking) . 1n a 
particular view, either dynamically or statically, 
within the original window, or into another 
-.,,; 1r - 47 -
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. 
5. Scrolling (scanning in a 1 inear fashion) of 
... 
incompletely displayable views such as logs, largt 
array\, files, etc. 
6. Selection of 11 p.retty-print 11 and other formatting 
parameters used for presentation of code (especially 
useful when the code-to-data combination is being 
(/;I 
animated) 
7. Selection of varioos formats for display of data 
va 1 ues: i . ·e. precision of rea 1 data, truncation and 
expansion of st-rings, and internal vs. external as 
well as analog vs. concep tua 1 represent at -i on s. 
When an animation environment is to be implemented, other 
features of display control may become apparent. 
• 
The second set of controlling features to be examined are 
those which govern execution. Some of thes.e ar.e: 
1. Begin <possibly concurrent) execution of a program, 
specifying its actual parameters, such as ·files, 
t tc. An interesting aspect to be handled . IS 
provision of the load-time processing normally 
available in the system. System parameters <e.g. 
priority) are specified at this time. Windows must 
be allocated for the st.andar·d inpu.t and out.put files, 
if used. 
2. Interrupt execution, causing a "pause" state in all 
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current programs being examined (unl.ess otherwise 
disabled). Note that this function is_ performed 
during the execution of a program, rather than at a 
11 command" l eve 1 • 
3 • K i 1 1 an ( i n t e r r u p t e d ) p r o gr am , de s t r o y i n ·g a 1 1 i t s 
execut.ion structures, or 
permanent ones 
removing access from 
4. Change the "state of executa.bil ity" of a process 
(e.g. when one waits for another) - used in study of 
concu~rent processes 
5. Set up tFiggering of displays of certain items when a 
6. 
condition arises during run-time. (e.g. 
ABC whe.n it is opened by routine XYZ u) 
11 s-h ow f i 1 e 
Pro·v i d.e various operat Lng system commands us_eful . 1n 
altering the run-time state of a program 
7. (Thi. s is the w·i erd one:) Reverse the execut.i on of a 
program - showing the various domain representations 
as they change backwards in time. This, in general, 
requires an additional set of internal definitons 
when a program is animated, and may not be useful 
every instance. 
. 1n 
8. ln advanced systems, allow 11 immediate 11 execution of 
. 
various statements • This may be only be truely 
practical in 1 anguages such as LISP < see C 121 for one 
approach_) 
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The above options are important capabilities for 
problem-solving algorithm animation environment. Extended 
forms of control will be needed to enable support of la~g, 
simulations of complex concurrent manipulations. 
Whether the animation environment . IS used for 
debugging, algorithm study, or preparation of teaching 
aids, the program under inve~tigatio~ must be abl~ to be 
edited, and subsequently (re-)compiled. As augmentations 
at pre- (or p.ost·-) processing time wi 11 undoubtedly be 
required, t.hese abilities are best handled within the 
environmental scope. We recommend the following abilities, 
some of which we hav·e se 1 ec ted from the PECAN system [ 13], 
the program development tool which accompanies BALSA. 
1 • Edi t i h g and comp i 1 at ion must be av a i lab 1 e w i th i n the 
environment. Associated pre/post-proc~ssing should 
be jnvisible, as well as any "front-end" or bther 
run-time mechanisms. 
2. C PECAN] Use of incremental semantics, a 1 lowing_ 
compilation as edit.ing is performed 
3. CPECANJ Feedback of syntax/semantics violations at 
e di t ti me 
4. [PECAN·] Undo-able editing 
5. Di rec to.ry and arch i va 1 t.echn i qu:es to al 1 ow Keeping o.f 
severa·1 variant versions, also to mediate multiple 
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programmer development of 1 arge programs. 
6. Complete cros.s-referencing of all data domain items. 
7. "Zoomable 11 code: the ability to window out the 
declaration of a procedure from an· instance of its 
calling, and s i mi 1 ar for data structures. 
8. (For advanced systems) 11 zoornable 11 c.omp·ilation, to 
show the production of descen.di·ng internal 1.evels of 
code 
·Many of these abilities are al·ready found in . v.ar I ous 
current program development environments, the proceedings 
of the ACM SIGSOFT/SIGPLAN Software Engineering Symposium 
on Pr act i cal Software Development Environments (which 
includes (13]) has much further details of their aspects. 
The last category of user control options, the utility 
features, are a 11 those which are useful to either 
development of animations, or their study. Many obvious 
commands, such as "leave the envi~onment", we have not 
included. Rathe·r, we only mention a few unique to the 
animation system itself: 
1. Request a "display dump" of the current screen. 
This may be interfac~d to a plotter, to produce a 
publication-quality diagram. 
2. Request logging of a particular view to a file, for 
subsequent anal··ysis, or to produce .a transcript. (The 
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following example of animation was produced in this 
way, although it was an ad hoc animation, as well 
as an ad hoc graphi~s interface. 
3. A combination of the above, which, when 1 inKed with 
appropriate hardware, produces a complete movie or 
video recording. 
4. The (interrupted) assemblage of program and its 
·run-time structures may be "saved" and recovered at a 
1 at er ti me. 
The help sys.tern should be "context-sensitive" - it 
should be able to identify the site of its invo·cation, an.d 
, . 
present the material most useful for that site. It shou 1 d 
use. a d.ynamic window, overlaying a portion of others, which 
is later restored when the help facility is exited- The 
animators and oth~r code-producing users of the system 
should be encouraged to implement 11 help 11 within their worK, 
by making available run-time structures of the same form 
for use in th.e programs actually .being animated. This sam-e 
-st rue ture may serve the purposes of animating the various 
"problem"-related domains, and also encourage more thorough 
documentation. 
Other additional user ~eguirements 
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As we have al ready covered the 11 outputn (what the user-
sees) and the II input 11 (what the user does) of the animation 
system, the re~ainder of the user requirements is primarily 
exterenl to th~ computer (or- program). Almost certainly, 
a textbool< of some form wi 11 b·e pr-ovided, detai 1 ing other 
aspects of the algorithms being studied. Of course, sets 
of animations may be embedded in complete tutorial 
programs, allowing study of algorithms as code, as concept, 
and aspects of their history and efficiency. Whichever 
extension, paper or video, is used, however, one or the 
·other wi 11 be necessary for academic usa.ge. As r-egards the 
art i st i c aspects of animation, thi~ amount~ to the 
provision of a II program" (in the tton-compu ting sense of the 
term) for the event about ,-to be enacted, as well as a 
"libretto and score", .allowing a full ~ppreciation of the 
work. 
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SYSTEM DESIGN ASPECTS 
We will now discuss some of the issues which determine 
the ac tua 1 
., 
implementation of an animation system. These 
topics are considered on a gross 1 eve 1 , in terms of the 
des i re.d product, rather than addressing more subt 1 e points 
of programming, which we consider in the next section. 
The over-a1·1 design of a progra.m for t·he animation of an 
algorithm will require decisions on the following 
ad hoc versus envirohmental 
. 
I SSU e S: 
We· 
program deve 1 opmen t env i ronmen·t vs. stand-a 1 one tool 
sihgle-user- versus multi-user 
sing 1 e or mu 1 t i pl e 1 an gu age 
the levels of detail for the four domains 
modes of user control over execution and animation 
f, 
the problem domain animation method 
system domain:front-end ·11 native 11 system or interpretiv~ 
sup.port software in the operating ~ystem 
hardware (graphics terminals) 
w i 1 1 maKe a few suggest i ans on each, hopefu 1 ·1 Y 
eril ightening them to prospective animators. 
We have used .the term II ad hoc animation techn i que- 11 to 
refer to the an_imation of exactly one :program (or a 
extremely l i"mi ted se 1 e c t i on ) , distinct from the 
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" e n v i r onm e n t an i ma t i ·On t e c h n i q u e II w h i c ·h c an ( u $ u a 1 1 y on 1 y 
partial 1 y) an im-ate any program su.bmi tted f.or pro·cessi ng. 
An ad hoc animation typically takes a tested, "mature" 
program· ( or one of reasonable size, as with our ex amp 1 e) 
and accomp 1 i. shes the animation strict 1 y t.hrough hand 
augmentation. This is both a plus and a minu-s: plus, 
because animation of any problem domain desired . IS 
achieveable, (as we have stated before, we foresee no 
practical machine animation of the problem domain), and. all 
Kinds of clever analog cartoons can be o·btained; minus, 
because no algorithmic a.u.gmentation of code (which . IS 
vastly easier) or data. <wh_i ch, because of data~f low 
analysis, is vastly safer) is done (except, of course, . 1n 
the case of a hybrid approach, or the add.itional use of 
special pre/post-processo~s). An environment sy~tem should 
be able to accept any executjng, but not necessarily 
debugged program (since one motive of animation . IS 
debugging) and, through pre/post . processing, possibly 
combined with, or replaced by, animative interpretation, 
produce displays as desired with 1 i ttle to no programmer 
effort. The rating of environments . 1 s more or less 
opposite to the ad hoc approach. Hence, unless there . IS 
a compelling reason otherwise, we recommend a hybrid 
approach, but ce.n tered on the env i ronmen ta 1 t.echn i que. 
There should be pre/post processing, coupled if required 
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with an interpretive scheme, and also facilities for easy 
insertion of problem.,...domain specific a.n i ma t i on s • 
J 
From our viewpoint as system programmers, further 
enhanced by our having one foot in indust~y and the other 
in the academic world, probably the single n~atest idea we 
have encountered recently is the "program dev~lopment 
environment •i conc·ep t, "PDE" for short. The Proceedings . 1n 
which [13] is contained, for example, show that others feel 
that wa>' a 1 so. While we feel that a closure of the 
required properties of the PDE is st i 11 in the future, i t 
difficult to imagine exclud·ing animation. Obviously, we 
are strong·] y biased towards the II PDE" approa<:h, as opposed 
to the stand-alone tool. However, tt can be seen lrom the 
journal of [13] that design, not to mention implementatlon,. 
of a good PDE is a lengthy process. Therefore, we would 
expect that the stand-alone approach will be more common, 
until PDE~s beco~e more widely available. Br i e f 1 y ,. as 
regards animation, virtually ever.y plus is on the side of 
the POE approach except the lengthiness of development and 
implementation, and their comparative scarcity. 
Strictly speaKing, the issue of producing a single user 
animation as opposed to a multiple user animation syst~m 
relates to the exclusive or concurrent manipulation of 
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portions of the program· being studied. We mean concurrent 
manipulations to be distinguished from the multiple 
instances of animated programs, which may be on the same 
machine, or on a network of machines (as in BALSA>. This 
question is predicated on the use of a program development 
II 
environment approach to the animation. We suggest that 
if possible, multi-user ab i 1 i t i es be included 
. 1n 
environments, though they may not be required by most 
appli'catiohs. 
Animation of the system domain has two alternatives: 
the II native II approac,h, in which every referer:ce to an 
operating system· feature is front-ended with an animatable 
routine, or the interpretive approach, which simulates 
either only the system domain, or the entire program. 
These can get into the most difficult implementation areas, 
and the decision is not independent of other design issues. 
The ad hoc approach would virtually pre~lude the 
interpretive system domain, unless tools for this already 
existed within the run-time facilities. (This is 1 il<e 
expecting system A to have some properties of system B, and 
programmatically available in the identical way: as if the 
pr·ogram running un·der A were rea 11 y running under B!) If an 
interpretor were to be built, it would therefore allow for 
11 cr-oss-execu ti on·11 , which natur-ally could be animated. 
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Hence, study of operatln.g systems other than the "native" 
one could be accomplished. However, this can cause an 
animation 5yst2m to become ridiculously complex. If one is 
using one particular system, we feel that it would be 
reasonable to. have one program which enabl~s animation of 
that n-ative system (by whatever means); then, any other 
systems of interest are· t.o have their. ow.n programs to 
allow cross-execution study. We do, how~ver, beJ ieve that 
they shou 1 d· be unified whenever poss.i bl e. Simi 1 ar 
statements ap·p 1 y to th·e single/mu 1 ti 1 an_guage quest i o·n. 
The select.ion o-f the levels of a_ni.mations to be made 
available for each of the four dimensions is not easy. 
Again, the decision between the ad hoc and the 
environment approaches ·is t·he control 1_ i ng factor. Un 1 e ss 
the algorithm was extremely valuable, little would be 
gained by animations on many levels of, say, the code 
domain, if done· on an ad hoc basis. An environment, 
however, can allow the choice much more readily. We 
suggest that an environment implement as many levels of 
display as possible, consistent with their ability to be 
performed by machine, and the re-u1t of the decision of the 
11 native II versus i .n terpre ti ve system domain. Of course, an 
ad hoc program may •nimate every leve1. But we would 
st r i ct 1 y 1 i mi t an i mat i on to on 1 y those 1 eve 1 s of re a 1 
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i n t ere st and U ti 1 i t y. 
The most perplexing design issue is the animation of 
the problem domain. One feels tha.t there is some way of 
getting at least a partial mechanical animation of it from 
a g-i ven program, but we can· offer no characterization of a 
fea.sible method. This would seem to requjre the use of the 
ad hoc technique, without exception, . an the animation of 
the problem domain. Our comments on hybrids, nevertheless, 
are nowhere more to the point. Cl ever II hints" offered by 
the en·v i ronment, and succ i nc:t forms of augmentation should 
make the mach·i ne-readabl e specification of the problem 
domajn as natural as documehtation, which, . 1n a sense, 
it really • IS. is also true that certain classes of 
problems may be delimited, then the uobvious" parts of 
~ 
those problems animated according to previously defined 
scripts. We feel that much exploration is requir·ed here, 
even though it borders on the philosophy of problem 
solution. 
It seems that innumerable chances are offered in the 
computing field to pr·event the proliferation of machines of 
d-i verg.i.ng form. Nevertheless, it is difficul·t to find 
"""" a common set of capabilities on hardware or software; yet 
while software is fluid, and, given certain elementary 
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ab i 1 i t :i e s , anything can be accomplished. Not so with 
hardwar.e - especially when graphics is consider~d. As a 
printing terminal can never erase or bacK up, nor can an 
alpha display draw circles_, nor can a black-and-white 
screen show red, green and blue. We expect that a color 
graphics terminal of reasonable resolution is available, 
capable of communicating with the host at a sufficiently 
high speed to enable clean animation. The volume of data, 
however, wi 11 typically not be quite a~ large as that of 
required by CAD-CAM implementations. Furthermore, most 2.-d 
or 3-d_.graphics effects will not be necessary. A "mouse" 
or other graphics input device may be conveni~nt, as long 
as i t i s not the only input device ( or . main one ! ) • 
Additionally~ recall that much of the animation is textual, 
but ·not necessarily restricted to purely alpha-screen 
character positions, which are typically too large. We 
taKe this oppo.rtun i ty to suggest to the te·rmi nal industry 
that new screens be made 1 arger. Un ti 1 that happens, the 
1 et ters u.sed for- animation w i 11 have to be made stna 11 er. 
On• of the elem~ntary requirements of the software 
wh· i ch we . require . IS the ability to create concurrent 
processes, and 1 iKewise cause int~rrupts between them. An 
important corollary is the ab:i 1 i ty to recognize user- input 
while p~rforming output on the s~me ~hannel - aKin to a 
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11 u-ser-abor t" recruest, but trappable to any desired process 
or routine. We expect the common set of file manipulation 
routines, as well as all the usual system capabilities (or 
their equivalents). We strongly encourage the use of a 
device-independent system for graphics control such as the 
ACM SIGGRAPH CORE [141 to simplify window manipulation. 
Any design must obviously take into account what the 
user sees, and what the user does, and how they can be 
achieved. We have already • given a reasonable set of 
er i ter i a for both of these; norma 1 techniques of de·s.i gn for 
user display and control apply, except for the . issues 
covered in the paragraphs on hardware, and system support. 
That is, the need of graphics "windows", and of user 
11 in terrup ts 11 • 
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AN EXAMPLE ANIMATION 
As we mentioned in the introduction, this program was 
developed for use as a. teaching aid - our intention was to 
animate the . . maJor algorithms from Tarjan/s book, 11 Data 
Structures and Network Al .gar i thmsll [21, used in a course of 
the same name. Although we had completed only two of the 
minimum spanning tree algorithms, it was apparent that 
either of them covered all the major points of this paper 
(except the system domain, which did not appear in any of 
them). We chose Tarjan/s dheap implerr,entation of the Prim 
mini mum .spanning tree (MST) problem to us-e as an ex amp 1 e of 
a complete animation. 
For r-ef erence, . we summarize the problem, and the 
properties of a dheap., Given an weighted undirecte.d graph 
(a set of vertices, a set of pairs of vertices, and for 
each pair, a real number called the weight), find a 
spanning tree (an acyclic subgraph of the giver, graph 
containing all of the original vertices) such that the sum 
of weights of edges . 1n that spanning tree is minimal. 
Prim/s algorithm (Figure 9) requjres selection 6f a 
11 sour-ce 11 vertex which becomes the root of the tree. At the 
sourc·e, each edge incident to it is examined, and pr.oviding 
that edge/s cost is smaller than the cost already found 
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between the source and the vertex at the far ~nd of that 
edge, i t i· s II colored blue 11 : marked .as being a possible 
member of the minimum . . spanning tree. Otherwise, it is 
colored red. When all incident edges have been examined 
which leace the source, the vertex at the minimum cost from 
the source is selected, and the process is repeated using 
that vertex, rather than the source. This is where the 
dheap structure is useful. A dheap is a tree in which each 
node has no more than d chil·dren, and such that the key 
value of each node· is 1 ess than that of any desce.ndents 
of the node. <There is also a dual using gr~ater than.) 
Tarjan gives the algorithms (s-ee Figure 10) for the various 
control routines for a dheap, implemented as an array, . ,n 
what he terms "i ntr i nsi c form" ( the structu·re does not use 
pointers) • 
. As we felt that the key components 6f Tarjan/s Prim MST 
to be understood were the dheap and the set of 11 blue" edges 
(those selected for possible inclusion in the MST), we 
concentrated on their anim·ation, with enough of a tracing 
of the instruction sequence to se·e when they changed. 
Hence, we apportioned· the screen in to three areas: the 
first would r·epresen t the I.I bl U e II edges, the second to 
show the dheap, and the third to trace the dheap calls 
within the main routine of the algorithm. One should 
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consider the fourteen frames of Figure 12, as we now 
discuss the contents of these three windows. We have 
attempted to give a good portrayal of the operation of the 
animation in this lengthy figure, but, as motion in static 
art is most elusive, we have not succeeded. We suggest 
that the reader acquire an actu.al animation program to get 
the t-rue effect. 
The first window shows a polygonal figure, and some of 
its diagonals. This is a convenient technique we have used 
to display graphs - the vertices of the graph are mapped to 
those of the regular n.-gon, with n the number of vertices, 
and labelled w·ith the vertex identifier; then, the 
d.iagonals are added, corresponding to the edges, on which 
are placed arrowheads and weights. Exce.pt for the first 
f·rame, which shows the original graph, this representa·tion 
shows the se-t of blue edges. These are the current 
candidates for membership in t·he final minimum spanning 
tree. Note that an edge which is blue (for example e-dge 
<1,2) of weight 8, in frame 2) may later be distarded -
. chang.ed to red (changed in frame 9, thus not seen 1n frame 
10) 11 Red edges are not shown i-n the ~igures. It should 
be apparent that this image is an anim•tion of the problem 
domain - the blue set is recorded, but the red set is not. 
A problem-re 1 a ted i mag_e ( the n-gon) is used, requiring some 
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contrived structure not otherwise pre~ent ih the algqrithm 
- but it is quite effective! 
In the second f-rame, we show the dheap, in the 
11 na_~al II form used for dheaps: a 11 V11 -shaped ta.bl e of the 
nodes of the heap, with the root at the top (the smallest 
; 
value), and branches extending downwards from each node to 
its children. We chose to use d=2 for our example. As two 
components are being stored in each node of the heap - the 
vertex and the (minimum so far observed) weight of an edge 
leaving it - we display both of them, the vertex above the 
weight. The weight is the value used in forming the heap 
order, which is readily observed, especially in frame 9. 
When one combines the code in the lower area with the 
sequence of snapshots of the heap, an excellent mental 
grasp of the dheap operation$ is obtained. 
this dheap animation has certainly . given 
appreciation of the niceties of dheap 
Imp 1 emen ting· 
us a greater 
str.uc ture. 
The last area of the screen is somewhat more cluttered 
than the others. In the first frame, we show the "older" 
table form of the original graph - see the top window for 
t h e II n e w 1 o o K 11 • A 1 so i n t h e 1 as t f r am e < 1 4 ) , t h e f i n a l 
resu 1 t is tabu-1 ar i zed. In the other frames_, a simple 1 og 
of major code events is shown. The top two windows. show 
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.. 
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the st~te immediately before the first 11he of the log was 
executed, and the last 1 ine of the code in the frame was 
done before the windows of the next frame are produced. 
Again, this was done to be able to represent the dynamics 
of the algorithm in a static form, on paper. Lines of the 
form "VERTEX n" or "EDGE m" show the point in the Prim 
algorithm at which that element is first considered. Lines 
prefixed with II enter" or II exit II show the ca 11 s made by the 
main Prim algorithm on the dheap control routines. The 
other 1 ines which occur are those reading 
"CHANGING 
EDGE<v.w) TO BLUE" (or RED), indicating the decision made 
as to the edge ... s candi-dacy for membership in the MST. 
We will now consider th• PASCAL implementation of the 
Prim algol"ithm and the dheap routines (see Figuf"e 11), and 
examine the augmentations. Appendix C specifies the 
various graphics externals used by the routine~. Eac·h 
requires a "window" parameter: an integer indicati.ng the 
window (screen area) in which the symbol is to be displayed 
if zero, that scree1) is not displayed. Each a 1 so has a 
11 
col or" parameter, which may be a col or word -- ·a pre def i n-ed 
constant, e.g. RED:=1, GREEN:=2, etc. to draw or BLACKC:=0) 
to era~e the symbol. Our implementation on the Zenith used 
the color~ to advantage, but the sample animation of Figure 
12 was p~oduced on our monochrome APPLE Ile~ while the 
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important features are clear in black and white, the color 
is much more effective: for example we could not show both 
the blu~ and red edges in the graph of the top window. 
The code domain animation is accomplished through the·~ 
use of three routines: SHOWCALL, SHOWRETURN, and SHOWLlNE. 
SHOWCALL and SHOWRETURN cou·n t levels of nesting, and 
display their single string parameter accordingly ind~nted. 
SHOWCALL prefixes the str i n.g W·i th II enter 11 ; SHOWRETURN 
prefixes the 
pr·ogram being 
string 
studied 
with "exit". Each procedure of the 
must hav& SHOWCALL as the first 
executable statement, and SHOWRETURN as the 1 ast., each 
supplied with an appropriate parameter. One can observe 
the utility of the code-to-data relation in the SHOWCALLs 
of INSERT and SHOWRETURNs of DELETEMIN. SHOWLINE is used 
for display of other interesting areas within the code. 
Note our use of it in th-e body of PRIM, to show the points 
of consideration of t·he next vertex or edge, as well as 
the edge-color-changing decision. It should be mentioned 
that the ot·her 1 i nes in the 1 ower window were generated by 
the outer program, not by use of SHOWLlNE .. 
To achiev~ display of the dheap, two special routines 
were written: DHEAPGENXY and DRAWDHEAPNODE. Based on the 
r·egu 1 ar geometry of the II natural II representation of the 
I ' 
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d-tree, DHEAPGENXY computes the <x,y) coordinates of the 
nodes of the dheap, and stores them within the dheap 
structure itself. DRAWDHEAPNODE draws a specific node of a 
dheap, showing its heap index and key, and a line 
c on n e c t i n g i t w i t h i .t s p a r e n t , i f i t has one • The 
augmentation is more comp 1 ex than the code, but changes 
are on 1 y needed with i. n the several dheap control routines, 
not- w i th i n the outer ca 1 l i n g rout _i n es. We are aware of 
some 1 oophol es . 1n our implementation, but they are not 
significant to the curr-ent problem being studied. In both 
DSIFTDOWN and DSIFTUP, calls are made to DRAWDHEAPNODE, 
drawing and erasing nodes to indicate the shifting of the 
dheap data downwars or upwards. DINSERT and ·ooELETEMIN 
required no alterations, as their animations were 
achieved by routines they calle.d. DDELETE was a special 
case - to properly animate the deletion I. seque·nce, we 
resorted to cal-ling the lower level routines used by 
DRAWDHEAPNODE. We wanted to try showing the shifting in 
the usual cartoon-1 ike animation, by incremental shifts and 
redraws, but the available language/system support and 
graphics could not handle it. 
The representation of the II blue tree II in the upper 
window is achieved through only one routine: DRAWEDGE, 
called in the PRIM procedure. We have already stored the 
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' 
<x,y) coordinates of the vertices in the graph structure, 
and only need to draw the segments which connect them 
appropriately. Again, red edges are not displayed in the 
sample, only blue ones, except for the first frame, which 
shows the entire graph - actually 11 unc;olored". The 
coordina·tes are the vertices of a regular n-gon fitting 
inside the window; these are chosen- a_s they render .visible 
~11 possible edges of the graph. Arrowheads are .used to 
show the directions of the edges, and the weight of each 
edge is placed next to the arrowhead. The v·ertices are 
also numbered. This documentation of representations, 
l ink-ing them to the data actually used; is very important, 
and it is one of the mo~e difficult parts to code, because 
of keeping the diagram uncluttered. 
..., 
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THE .FUTURE OF ANIMATION 
We feel t·hat animation will definitely become more 
widespread in the future. As program development 
environments and high-resolution color graphics terminals 
become more available, the techniques we have discussed 
will be of greater importance. With a view towards the 
future, then, we will give some ind'ications of less obvious 
applications, and summarize the areas not yet well-defined .• 
The most significant future use of animation 
is as a component tool within a program de-velopment 
environment. lts features, enhancing the debugging 
capabi 1 i ties available, are conformable with the style 
found in current PDE/s, and we expect that future will see 
incorporation of ani mat -i 6n common 1 >' wi thln PDEs. 
Nowithstanding our comments .on teaching, debugging, or 
algorithm analysis, we are extre~ely fascinated by the 
application of animation to semantics, especially the 
"linKed forest" semantics described by CuliK [41. Some of 
our comments have indicated an underlying universal 
animation scheme for both code and data; this app·roach 
sh ou l d a. i d i n the study of seman ti cs of 11 1 i v e" 
possibly most exciting for 11 extensible 11 
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programs 
languages. 
The area of animation in which much work is still 
needed is that of the problem domain. Th~re are several 
p h i 1 osop i ca 1 implications to be studied, regarding the 
nature of a "problem-solving form" as a concept, an 
algorithm as a formal expression of that concept, but still 
. 1n the abstract p 1 ane, and a progr-am as a concrete 
realizati.on of the al·gorithm. We perceive this triad of 
items in- the same sense as equivalents in the artistic 
realm - but as yet no good tools are avai·Jable to study the 
artist's emotional thought, as it r-elates to the artistic 
prototype (stil 1 in the artist's mind), -and the final 
expression in physical media. With algorithm· animation, we 
finally have a. tool for explor~ti·on of the equi.valents . 1n 
the mathematical realm. We would urge the exploration of 
the problem domain as a means of a~proaching the question 
of the algorithm versus the problem's solution; also the 
dev~lopment of a formal ism to express common classes of 
algorithms (sor·ting_, ne-tworKs, etc.) and subproblems. 
The various combinations (code-to-data, etc.) are 
another area to be described more formally. Various trial 
animations should be attempted, to determine the most 
useful features for each application • 
.. ! 
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CONCLUSIONS 
·J 
• 
We have attempted to define animati·on of algorithms, 
show its uses, give a.n abstract mode 1 and a concrete 
exam.pl e , and ex am i n e the des i gn c r i t er i a i n pr odu c i n g 
system to perform these animations. We have . given a 
concise collection of facts and suggestions relating to 
these objectives - while the reader may see many gaps and 
shortcomings of ou~ discussion, we are aware of many also. 
A complete treatment on the formal abstract level, the 
syste.m design l eve 1 , or implementation level may be 
forthcoming at some future time. We hope that this work 
w i 1 1 interest others to attempt animation of their 
programs, especially those to be ·used course 
ins.truction. One is reminded of the poem: 
"It's a very an~ient saying, 
But a true an·d honest thought: 
That if you become a teacher, 
By your pupils you'll be taught". [15] 
As we implemented the dhea_p animation, we foun.d our 
understanding of dheaps ·greatly i n·creased. In f ac t , our· 
study and animation of the four domains has substantially 
altered our consciousness of programming in general, and 
increased our insight jnto the art and 
computing. 
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sci en.ce of 
) 
.. 
-PROCEDURE bubblesort(VAR a:ARRAY[l .. maxsizel OF INTEGER; 
{ 
} 
VAR 
Language: 
Status: 
Written by: 
Purpose: 
n: INTEGER); 
PASCAL 
UNCOMPILED 
P. Floriani June 6, 1985 
Bubblesort: Original routine to be animated. 
Sort the first /n~ elements of array 'a' 
into ascending ord•r, in place 
i , j , t : I NT E-G ER ; 
BEGIN 
FOR i :=1 to n-1 DO 
BEGIN 
FOR j:=i+1 ton DO 
BEGIN 
IF a[il)a[j] THEN 
BEGIN 
{swap a[i] with a[j]} 
t :=a[ i]; 
a[i]:=a[jl; 
a[j]:=t; 
ENDCIF); 
ENDCFOR j); 
END{FOR i); 
END{bubblesort); 
'· 
Figure 1 - "bubblesort" original code 
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PROCEDURE bubblesort(VAR a:ARRAYt1 •• maxsizel OF INTEGER; 
n: INTEGER); 
{ 
} 
VAR 
Language: 
Status: 
Written by: 
Purpose: 
PASCAL 
UNCOMPILED 
P. Floriani June 6, 1985 
Bubblesort: code animation 
Sort the first 'n' elements of array 'a' 
into ascending order, in place 
i , j , t : I NT EGER ; 
BEGI.N 
FOR i :=1 to n-1 DO 
BEGIN 
AAC'enter BUBBLESORT<a,n)',2>; 
AA<,. FOR i :=1 to n-1 DO BEGIN', 1); 
FOR j:=i+1 ton DO 
BEGIN 
IF a[j])a[jl THEN 
BEG'IN 
. . 
AA(,.FOR j:=i+l ton DO BEGIN',1); 
AA < ,. I F a C i l > a [ j l T.H EN BEG I N ' , 1 ) ; 
AA(.,swap a[iJ and a[jl,.,2); 
{swap atil with a[jl) 
t ·:=at i ] ; 
a I i ] : =a [ j J ; 
a[ j] : = t ; 
END< IF}; 
END{FOR j}; 
ENDCFOR i}; 
END{ bu.bb 1 e sdr t}; 
AA('t:=a[il;,.,1); 
AA ( ' a [ i l : = a C j J ; ,. , 1. ) ; 
AA ( ,. a t j l : = t ; ,. , 1 ) ; 
AA ( ., END { I F a t i J > a [ j J } ; ' , 1 ) ; 
AA ( ,. FOR j : = i + 1 t o n DO 8 E G I N ., , 1 ) ; 
AA(.,END{FOR j),.,1); 
AA ( ,. FOR i : = 1 t o n -1 DO 8 E G IN ., , 1 ) ; 
AA< ., END {FOR i } ,. , 1 ) ; 
AA(.,exit BUBBLESORT<a,n)',2); 
Figure 2 - "bubblesort", augmented to animate code domain 
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... CODE FRAGMENT ... 
( 
Language: PASCAL, together with 
Status: 
a contrived stack-machine assembly cod• 
UNCOMPILED (a fragment) 
Written by: P. Floriani June 6, 1985 
Purpose: detailed animation of the code domain 
} 
{Sample statement:} 
A:=B*C+D; 
(A possible compilation might be:} 
{animation code} 
AA( ,.A:=B*C+D,.); 
AA I < ,. 1 o ad 8 ., ) • 
. ' 
AA I < ,. 1 ·o ad C 1 ) • 
.· ' 
AA I < ., mu 1 t i p 1 y ,. ) ; 
AAI('term B*C complete,.) 
AA I < ,. l o ad D ,. ) ; 
AA I ( ., add ,. ) 
AAI<'expression B*C+D complete,.) 
AAI<,.store A,.) 
{obj-ect code} 
1 oad( 8) ; 
load(C); 
mu 1 t i p 1 y; 
load(D)· 
. . ' 
add; 
s-tore(A); 
Figure 3: Low order code animation 
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PROGRAM FIGURE4; 
( 
Language: 
Status: 
PASCAL 
UNCOMPILED 
Written by: P. Floriani June 11, 1985 
Purpose: 
) 
a sample of data domain animation 
VAR 
. . 
x , y: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
create(x); 
create(y); 
x:=3; 
lvalue(x,3);_ 
y :=x-+7; 
{x now exists as a variable) 
{y now exists as a vari·able} 
{specifies that x now .has the 
numeric value three) 
1value(y,rvalue(x)+7); 
END. 
{specifies that the value of y 
is now the sum of the current 
value of x and seven) 
Figure 4: A simple animation of the data 1 domain 
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PROGRAM FIGURES; 
( 
Language: PASCAL 
Status: UNCOMPILED 
"" Wr i t ten by: P. F 1 or i an i June 11 , 1 985 
I ' 
Purpose: another example of data domain animation 
} 
VAR 
i , n , sum: I NT EGER; 
a:ARRAY tl •. 20] OF INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
n ·-7· . 
. - ' 
create( i); 
create(n); 
create(sum); 
FOR µ:=1 to 20 DO 
create(a[µJ); 
FOR µ:=1 to 20 DO 
FOR v:= 1 to 20 DO 
IFµ <> V THEN 
r-e 1 ate< a[ ~t J, aI Vl, SAMEARRAY); 
lvalue(n,7); 
l v a 1 u e < i , 1 ) ; { i n i t i al FOR ass i gnme n t } 
FOR i :=1 to n do 
BEGIN 
a[i]:=i; 
sum: =sum+ i ; 
END; 
END. 
lvalue(a[rvalue(i)l,rvalue(i)); 
r e p 1 a c e r e 1 a t e < i , a , a C r v a l u e < i ) l , I ND EXES ) ; 
lvalue(sum,rvalue(sum)+rvalue(i)); 
1 v a 1 u e < i , r v a 1 u e < i ) + 1) ; { FOR i n de x i h g } 
Note that in the above, µ and v ar-e unbound variabl~s, 
not occurring elsewhere in the program. 
:Figure 5: A more complex data domain animation 
.~l 
'· 
, 
I 
.. 
time: 11:52:21~026 
pin: 23 
. .,, . 
code: CREATESTACK('ABC') 
stack: I ABC I 
·s i z e : I O I 
J 
frame 1 
empty I I 
/ / / / / 
--------------------------------------~--------------------
t i me : 11 : 52: 21 . 16 7 
pin: 23 frame 2 
code: PUSH('ABC',123) 
stackl I ABC I 
TOS -> I 123· I 
s i· z.e : 1 I" 
I / / / / / 
-----------------------------------------------------------, 
t i me : 11 : 52 : 21 . 228 
pi n : 23 
code: PUSH('ABC',.456) 
stack: I ABC I 
. I 2 I s I ze: 
I 
TOS -> I 
I 
·1 
frame ·3 
456 I 
I 
123 I 
/ / / / / 
-----------------------------------------------------------
t i me : 11 : 52: 21 • 401 
pin: 2·3 frame 4 
. . 
code~ POP('ABC',:=456) 
stack: I ABC I 
TOS -> I 123 I 
size: I 1 I 
J / / / / / 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Figure 6: stack control r-outine animations 
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\, PROCEDURE CREATESTACK(VAR name:string); 
{ 
Language: 
Status: 
PASCAL 
UNCOMPILED 
Writ ten by: 
Purpose: 
P. Floriani June 12, 1985 
animated front end to CREATESTACK' 
creates a stacK, referenced by 'name' 
Associated: PUSH, POP, KILLSTACK 
) 
VAR 
s, stacks i.ze, xs, ys: lNTEGER; 
BEGIN 
createstacK'(name,q); 
stacksize:=O; 
newvariable(name & '.size','integer'); 
setvariable(name & '.size',stacksize); 
newscreen(s); 
xs:=screen[s].xsite; 
ys:=screen[s].ysize; 
newvariable(name & '.screen' ,'integer')-; 
setvariable(name & '.screen',s); 
standardheading<s,,.CREATESTACK(' & name & "').,); 
, 
boxstring<s,'stack:',name,8,0,ys/2); 
boxinteger(s,'size:',stacksize,4,0,ys/3); 
boxstring(s,'empty',' 
12,xs/2,stdchar.ysize); 
label(s,' / / / / /',xs/2,0); 
END; 
' 
.I 
F·igure 7: animati.on of stacK· routine CREATl;STACK 
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PROCEDURE PUSH(VAR name:string;q:integer>; 
{ 
Language: PASCAL 
Status: UNCOMPILED 
Written by: P. Floriani June 12, 1985 
Purpose: animated front end to PUSH., 
pushes .,q., onto stack .,name., 
Associated: CREATESTACK, POP, KILLSTACK 
) 
VAR 
s,stacKsize,xs,ys:INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
push.,(name,q); 
g e t v a r i ab 1 e ( n am e & ., • s i z: e ., , s t a c I< s i z e ) ; 
getvariable(name & '.screen',s); 
xs:=screentsl.xsize; 
ys:=screen[sl.ysize; 
standardheading(s,'PUSH(' & name & 
IF stacksize > 1 THEN 
... , 
' 
& str(q) & .,.)'); 
label(s,... ',xs/2-stdchar.xsize*7, 
stdchar.ysize*(3*stacksize+l)); 
boxinteger(s, ... TOS ->., ,q,12,xs/2, 
stdchar.ysize*(3*stacl<size+l)); 
stacl<size:=stacKsize+1; 
setvariable(name & .... size' ,stacl<size); 
boxinteger(s, ... size:',stacKsize,4,0,ys/3); 
E:ND; 
.. 
Fi.gure 7 (continy~d): an·imation of stack routine PUSH 
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PROCEDURE POPCVAR name:string;VAR q:integer); 
( ' 
Language: PASCAL 
Status: UNCOMPILED 
Written by: P. Floriani June 12, 1985 
Purpose: animated front end to POP., 
destroys stack .,name' 
Associated: CREATESTACK, PUSH, KILLSTACK 
) 
VAR 
s,stacksize,xs,ys:INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
pop'(name,q); 
getvariable(name & '~size',stacksizt>;· 
getvariable(name & '.screen',s); 
xs:=screen[sl.xsize; 
ys:=screen[sJ.ysize; 
s t an d a r d h e ad i n g ( s , ... POP ( ., & n am e & ' , ' & s t r- ( q ) & ., ) ., ) ; 
box st r i n g ( s , " ' , " ., , 1 2 , x s/ 2 , 
stdchar.ysize*(3*stacksize+1)); 
stacksize:=stacksize-1; 
setvariable(name & '.size',stacksize); 
boxinteger-<s,'size:',stacksize,4,0,ys/3); 
IF stacKsize>O THEN 
label(s,'TOS ~>',xs/2-stdchar~xsize*7, 
stdchar.ysize*<3*stacksize+1)); 
Et--JD ; 
Figure 7 (continued): animation of stack routine POP 
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l 
PROCEDURE KILLSTACKCVAR name:string); 
{ 
) 
VAR 
Language: 
Status: 
Written by: 
Purpose: 
Associated: 
PASCAL 
UNCOMPILED 
P. F 1 or i an i June 12, 1985 
animated front end to KILLSTACK' 
destroys stacK /name/ 
CREATESTACK, PUSH, POP 
s,stacKsize,xs,ys:INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
killstack,.(name); 
getvariable(name & '.size,. ,stacksize); 
getvariable(name & '.screen',s); 
xs:=screents].xsize; 
ys:~screen[s].ysize; 
standardheading(s,'KILLSTACK(' & name & ')'); 
'1 
1 ab e 1 ( s , ,. s t a c K ,. & n am e ' was de a· 1 1 o c a t e d ,. , 0 , >' s/ 2 ) ; 
dropscre·en ( s); 
Killvariable(name & ,..size'); 
Killvariable(name & '.screen'); 
END; 
., 
Figure 7 (continued): animation of stack routine KILLSTACK 
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l 
PROGRAM MAIN; 
( 
Language: PASCAL 
Status: UNCOMPILED 
Wr i t ten by: P. F 1 or i an i ·· June 13, 1985 
Purpose: prints distance from a point to an arc 
... 
., 
FUNCTION distance(x,y,xx,yy:REAL):REAL; 
{ 
) 
Return Pythagorean distance between <x,y) and <xx,yy) 
BEGIN 
distance:=SQRT((x-xx)*(x-xx)+(y-yy)*(y-yy)); 
END; 
C function BETWEEN omitted) 
FUNCTIO.N di stance2arc(xc ,ye ,r ,$a, i a,xp ,YP :RE.AL) :REAL; 
{ 
Return the distance between the point (xp,yp) and the 
arc about (xc,yc) of radius 'r' which starts at angle 
'sa' :radians, and subtends 'ia"' radians 
} 
BEGIN 
IF between(xp-xc,yp~yc,sa,ia) THEN 
BEGIN 
d:=distance(xp,yp,xc,yc); 
IF d < r THEN 
distance2arc:=r-d 
ELSE 
distance2arc:=d-r; 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
d1 :=distance(xp,yp,xc+r*COS(sa),yc+r*SIN(sa)); 
d2:=distance(xp,yp,xc+r*COS(sa+ia),yc+SIN(sa+ia)).; 
IF d1 < d2 THEN 
distance2arc:=d1 
ELSE 
distance2arc:~d.2; 
END; 
END; 
{ M A I N P R O G R A M } 
BEGIN 
WRITELN(distance2arc(2.5,2.5,0.5,180.0,45.0,1.0,3.0)); 
END; 
Figure 8: the difficulties of code-to-data ani.mation 
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procedure minspantree(set vertices,vertex s); 
(* 
Language: a variation of SETL 
' Status: 
Written by: 
UNCOMPILED, copied ·from uncompiled original 
Purpose: 
Source: 
Externals: 
R. E. Tarjan 
solves the minimum spanning tree problem by 
use of Prim's algorithm 
11 Data Structures and Network Algorithms" by 
Robert Endre Tarjan 
dheaps: MAKEHEAP, INSERT, SIFTUP, DELETEMIN 
The three unbound variables "edges", 11 cost 11 , and II blue 11 
should also be notated as parameters to this routine; 
the variable is common to the dheap routines; llw" is 1 oca 1 • 
Input: 
vertices: 
edges: 
cost: 
the set of vertex identifiers 
the set of edges as vertex pairs (endpoints) 
function giving weight of an edge-
s: a di st i ngu i shed vertex, the II source" 
Output: 
blue: for each. vertex, either undefined, or a blue edge 
(in the minimum spanning tree) incident to it 
vertex v; 
heap h; 
for v E ve·rtices ~ 
key(v):=ec--
rof; 
h :=maKeheap ( {)) ·; 
v:=s; 
do v ~ null ~ 
od 
K e y ( V ) : = -eo ; 
for Cv,w} E edges(v): cost(y,w) < key(w) ~ 
Key(w):=cost<v,w); 
blue (w) :={v ,w); 
if not (w E h) -~ 
insert(w,h); 
w E h ~ 
siftup<w,h-l(w),h) 
fi 
rof; 
v:=deletemin(h) 
end minspantree; 
Figure 9: Tarjan's code for Prim's algorith~ 
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' 
<* 
Language: 
Status: 
Written by: 
Purpose: 
Source: 
*) 
a variation of SETL 
UNCOMPILED, copied from untompiled original 
R. E. Tarjan 
dheap manipulation routines 
"Data Structures and NetworK Al·gorithms" by 
Robert Endre Tarjan 
integer procedure minchild(integer x,heap h); 
return 
if x=lhl-+ 0 
I x~ I h I ~ 
min{d*<x-1)+2 •• minCd*x+1,lhl}} by Keyoh 
fi 
end minchi ld; 
procedure siftdown(item i ,integer x, 
modifies heap h); 
integer c; 
c : =m i n c h i 1 d < x , h ) ; 
do c~O and Key(h(c))(key(i) ~ 
h(x) ,x,c:=h(c) ,c,minchi ld<c,d) 
od; 
h(x) :=i 
end siftdown; 
procedure siftup(item i ,integer x, 
modifies heap h); ~ 
integer p; 
p : = r ( X - 1 ) / d, ; 
do p~O and Key(h(p)))key(i) ~ 
h ( X ) , X , p : = h. ( p ) ., p , r ( p -1 ) / d, 
od; 
h(x) :=i 
end siftup; 
procedure delete< item i ,modifies heap h); 
i tern j ; 
j : =h < I h I > ; 
h < I h I > : =nu 1 1 ; 
if i~j and Key(j)~key(i)-+ 
si f tup(j ,h-1 < i) ,h) 
I i~j and Key(j))key(i) ~ 
siftdown<J,h-l(i),h) 
fi 
end delete; 
Figure 10: Tarjan/s dheap control routines 
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1. 
Language: 
Status: 
Written by: 
Purpose: 
Sour-ce: 
' 
a var-iation of SETL 
UNCOMPILED, copied from uncompiled original 
R. E. Tarj an 
dheap manipulation routines 
"Data Structures and NetworK Algorithms" by 
Robert Endre Tarjan 
item function deletemin(modifies heap h); 
if h={)-+ 
return null 
I h~{} -+ 
fi 
i t em i ; 
i : =h ( 1 ) ; 
de 1 et e < h ( 1 ) , h) ; 
return i; 
end deletemin; 
procedure insert(item i ,modifies heap h); 
si ftup( i, lh 1+1,h) 
end insert; 
heap function makeheap(set s); 
map h; 
h:={}; 
for i E s -+ 
h < l'h I + 1 > : = i 
rof; 
for x= I s I , Is I· -1 •• 1 -+ 
siftdown(h(x),x,h) 
rof 
return h 
end maKehe.ap; 
Fi.gur-e 10 (contjnued): Tarjan~s dheap control routines 
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~./ 
CONST 
MAXDHEAP=(maximum size of a dheap); 
MAXVERT=(maximum number of vertices in a graph); 
MAXEDGE={maximum number of edges in a graph); 
INFINITY=(a real number larger than any of the problem)_; 
(BLACK,RED,BLUE,YELLOW, are also defined here} 
TYPE 
DHEAP=RECORD 
D: 
SIZE: 
WINDOW: 
H: 
HI : 
KEY: 
X-: 
Y: 
END; 
INTEGER; C,.d,. for this dheap} 
INTEGER; {number of members} 
INTEGER; {window for its display} 
ARRAY [1 .. MAXDHEAPl OF INTEGER; {pointer) 
ARRAY t1 •• MAXDHEAPJ OF INTEGER; {inverse) 
ARRAY Cl •• MAXDHEAPl 0~ REAL; Cdheap key) 
ARRAY (1 •• MAXDHEAPl OF INTEGER; {x coord) 
ARRAY [1 •• MAXDHEAPl OF INTEGER; Cy coord) 
CLlSTPTR=ACLISTNODE; {defines a circular 1 ist} 
CLISTNODE=RECORD 
THIS: INTEGER; {integer on th~ 1 ist} 
NEXT: CLISTPTR; (points to next entry} 
END; 
CLIST=RECORD 
TAIL: 
COUNT: 
END; 
GRAPH=RECORD 
EDGES: 
VFROM: 
VTO: 
COST: 
VERTICES: 
VERTEX: 
EIN: 
EOUT: 
EINC: 
X: 
Y: 
END; 
CLISTPTR; C TAILA.NEXT is the ,.head,. ) 
INTEGER; ( number of entries on list} 
INTEGER; (number of edges} 
ARRAY [1 •• MAXEDGEJ OF INTEGER;Cfrom vertex} 
ARRAY [1 •• MAXEDGEJ OF INTEGER;Cto vertex) 
ARRAY (1 •• MAXEDGEJ OF INTEGER;Cedge weight) 
INTEGER; (number· of vertices} 
ARRAY Cl •• MAXVERTJ OF INTEGER; Cident} 
ARRAY [1 •• MAXVERTJ OF CLIST; (edges in} 
ARRAY (1 •• MAXVERTl OF CLIST; {edges out} 
ARRAY [1 .. MAXVERTJ OF CLIST; {incident} 
ARRAY C1 •• MAXVERTl OF INTEGER; Cx coord) 
ARRAY Cl •• MAXVERTJ OF INTEGER; Cy coord) 
VAR {the window~} 
WXL,WYL,WXH,WYH: ARRAY [1 .• MAXWINDOWSl OF INTEGER; 
Figure 11: Pr•m (animated) Global declarations 
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PROCEDURE PRIM<VAR G:GRAPH;WGRAPH,WDHEAP:INTEGER); 
{ 
Language: 
Status: 
Wr i t ten by: 
Purpose: 
Externals: 
Globals: 
Parameters: 
} 
PASCAL 
HAND-COPIED from RUNNING program 
P . F 1 or i an i Apr i 1 , 1 985 
ANIMATION OF PRIM MINIMUM SPANNING TREE 
SHOWLINE,DMAKEHEAP,DSIFTUP,DRAWEDGE,DINSERT, 
DDELETEMIN,N2S 
RED,BLUE,INFINITY,DHEAPSIZE 
G the graph 
WGRAPH the window for display of the graph 
WDHEAP the window for di s_p 1 ay of the dheap 
VAR 
H:DHEAP; 
VBLUE: ARRAY [1 .. MAXVERTJ OF INTEGER; 
I,V,W,VW:INTEGER; 
KOST:REAL; 
EPTR:CLISTPTR; 
. 
3 
Fig.ure 11 (continuedt-): Prim <ani·mated) main algorithm 
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' • 
BEGIN 
FOR V:=1 TOG.VERTICES DO 
BEGIN 
H.KEYCVl:=INFINITY; 
VBLUECVl :=O; 
END; 
DMAKEHEAP<H,DHEAPSIZE{-'d-' of the dheap),WHEAP); 
V:=1; C we are using vertex 1 as the source ) 
WHILE V<>O DO (do v ~ ~ull) 
BEGIN 
SHOWLINE(-'VERTEX -'+N2S(V)); 
H.KEY[Vl:=-INFINITY; 
EPTR:=G.EINC[VJ.HEADA.NEXT; 
FOR I:=1 TO G.EINCCVJ.COUNT DO 
{Key( v) :=-«>} 
(for (v,w)Eedges(v)} 
BEGIN 
VW:=EPTRA.THIS; 
SHOWLINE(-'EDGE ('+N2S(G.VFROMCVWJ)+-',-' 
IF V=G.VFROMCVWJ 
W:=G.VTOCVWJ 
ELSE 
+N2S<G.VTOCVWl)+-')'); 
THEN 
W:=G.VFROMCVWJ; 
KOST:=H.KEY[Wl; 
IF G.COST[VWJ<KOST THEN 
BEGIN 
H.KEYCWJ:=G.COST[VWJ; 
IF VBLUE<W)<>O THEN 
BEGIN 
C:cost<v,w)(key(w}~} 
{Key(w):=cost(v,w·)) 
{blue(w):=<u,w)} 
DRAWEDGE<G,VBLUE[WJ,RED,WGRAPH); 
SHOWLINE(-'CHANGING EDGE(-'+ 
END; 
N2S(G.VFROM<VBLUE[Wl))+-',,+ 
N2S<G.VT0(V8LUECWJ))+') TO RED-'); 
VBLUECWJ :=VW; 
DRAWEDGE(G,VBLUE[WJ,BLUE,WGRAPH); 
SH OWL I NE ( ., CHANG I NG EDGE ( ., +N2S < G . VF ROM< l)BLUE t W J ) ) 
+-' ,'+N2S(G.VTO<VBLUE[Wl))+-') TO BLUE-'); 
{if not (wEh) -+ insert<w,h)} 
IF ABS<KOST)=INFINITY THEN DINSERT<W,H) 
Cl wEh-+ siftup<w,h-l(w),h)) 
ELSE DSIFTUP<W,H.HICWJ,H); 
END{IF G.COSTCVWl}; 
EPTR:=EPTRA.NEXT; 
ENDCFOR); {rof} 
V:=DDELETEMIN<H>; 
END{WHI LE V< >O); (od} 
END; 
Figure 11 <cont·inued): Prim (animated) main algorithm 
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.,,., 
PROCEDURE DHEAPGENXY(VAR H:DHEAP); 
{ 
PASCAL Language: 
.status: HAND-COPIED from RUNNING program 
Written by: P. Fl or i an i Apr· i 1 , 1 985 
Purpose: this routine computes the x,y ·1ocations ·Of 
fhe nodes o4 the dheap, storing them in the 
heap. 
Externals: NUMW 
Globals: WXL,WYL,WXH,WYH,YELLOW 
) 
VAR 
W,LEVEL,POS,I,PWRD:INTEGER; 
MAXLEVEL,DX,DY,X,Y,LX,LY:INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
W:=H.WINDOW; 
LX:=WXHCWJ-WXLCWJ; 
LY:=WYHCWl-WYLCWJ; 
NUMW<LX-16,LY.-1.2,H.D,2,YELLOW,W); {di spla>' -'d-'} 
DX:=LX DIV 2; 
MAXLEVEL:=LY DIV 30; 
DY:=LY DIV MAXLEVEL; 
LEVEL:=O; 
POS:=O; 
.PWRD :=1; 
FOR I:=1 TOH.SIZE DO 
BEGIN 
·~ 
{do node I of dheap} 
H.XCIJ:=DX*(P0S+1); 
H.Ytil:=DY*(MAXLEVEL-LEVEL); 
POS:=P0S+1; 
IF POS=PWRD THEN 
BEGIN 
POS:=O; 
LEVEL:=LEVEL+1; 
PWRD:=PWRD*H.D; 
DX:=LX DIV <PWRD+1); 
END; 
END; 
END; 
Figure 11 (continued): Prim (animated) DHEAPGENXY 
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f 
v 
PROCEDURE DRAWDHEAPNODE<I:INTEGER;VAR H:DHEAP;C:INTEGER); 
{ 
} 
Language: PASCAL 
Status: HAND-COPIED from RUNNING program 
Written by: P. Floriani April, 1985 
Purpose: this routine draws node I of dheap Hin 
color C in the window H.WINDOW 
Externals: NUMW,PARENT,LINEW,CHARW 
Globals: INFINITY,INFINITYCHAR,MINUSCHAR,PLUSCHAR, 
BLACK,YELLOW 
VAR 
XX,YY,P,W,K:INTEGER; 
THISKEY:REAL; 
BEGIN 
W:=H.WINDOW; 
IF W< >O THEN 
BEGIN 
NUMW(2,WYH[Wl-WYLCWl-12,H.SIZE,2,YELLOW,W); 
P:=PARENT(I); 
xx : = H I X [ I l ; 
YY:=H.Y[IJ; 
IF P<>O THEN 
LINEW<XX,YY,H.X[Pl,H.Y[Pl-22,C,W); 
NUMW(XX-7,YY-10,H.H[Il,2,C,W); 
THISKEY:=H.KEYCH.HCill; 
IF THISKEY=INFINITY THEN 
BEGIN 
CHARW(XX-7,YY-20,PLUSCHAR,C,BLACK,W); 
CHARW<XX,YY-20,INFINITYCHAR,C,BLACK,W); 
END 
ELSE 
IF THISKEY=~I-NFINITY THEN 
BEGIN 
CHARW ( XX-7, YY .;..20 , MI NUSCHAR, .C, BLACK, W) ; 
CHARW(XX,YY-20,lNFINITYCHAR,C,BLACK,W); 
END 
.ELSE 
BEGIN 
K:=ROUND<THISKEY); 
NUMW(XX-7,YY-20,K,2,c,w>; 
END; 
END• 
. ' 
END; 
Figure 11 (continued): Prim (animated) DRAWDHEAPNODE 
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:; 
.· 
~ .. 
PROCEDURE DSI.FTDOWN( I ,X: INTEGER ;VAR H: DHEAP) ; 
{ 
Language: PASCAL 
Status: 
Written by: 
HAND-COPIED from RUNNING program 
P. F 1 or i an i Apr i 1 , 1985 
this routine "sifts" th~key of I down in 
the dheap - the motion is animated. 
Purpose: 
Externals: 
Globals: 
N2S,DMINCHILD,DRAWDHEAPNODE, 
SHOWCALL,SHOWRETURN 
BLACK,YELLOW 
} 
VAR 
C,T1,T2,T3:INTEGER; 
DONE:BOOLEAN; 
BEGIN ~, 
SHOWCALL ( ,. OS I FT DOWN ( ., +N2S ( I ) +., , ., +N2S ( X) +., ) ,. > ; 
C:=DMINCHILD<X,H); 
IF C=O THEN 
DONE:=TRUE 
ELSE 
. . . . . 
DONE:=(H.KEYtH.HtCJl>=H,KEY[Il); 
IF NOT DONE THEN 
BEGIN 
WHILE NOT DONE DO 
BEGIN 
Tl :=H.HtC]; 
T2:=C; 
T3:=DMINCHILD<C,H); 
DRAWDHEAPNODE<X,H,BLACK); 
H • H [ X] : =T 1 ; H . HI t T 1 l : =X ; 
DRAWDHEAPNODE < X, H, YELLOW) ; 
X:=T2; 
C:=T3; 
IF C=O THEN 
DONE:=TRUE 
/ 
ELSE 
DONE:=(H.KEYCH.HCClJ>=H.KEYCil>; 
ENDCWHILE NOT DONE}; 
DRAWDHEAPNODE<X,H,BLACK); 
ENDCIF NOT DONE); 
H • H C X J : = I ; H • HI C I l : =X ; 
DRAWDHEAPNODE(X,H,YELLOW); 
SHOWRETURN<,.DSIFTDOWN.,); 
END; 
Figure 11 (contin.ued): Prim (animated) DSIFTDOWN 
. ....__ 
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.( 
PROCEDURE DSIFTUP<I,X:INTEGER;VAR H:DHEAP); 
{ 
Language: 
Status: 
Wr i t ten by: 
Purpose: 
Externals: 
G 1 oba 1 s :· 
) 
PASCAL 
HAND-COPIED from RUNNING program 
.. 
P. F 1 or i an i Apr i 1 , · 1 985 
this routine "sifts" the key of I up in 
the dheap - the motion is animated. 
N2S,PARENT,DRAWDHEAPNODE, 
SHOWCALL,SHOWRETURN 
BLACK,YELLOW 
VAR 
P,Tl,T2,T3:INTEGER; 
DONE:BOOLEAN; 
BEGIN 
SH OW CALL ( ,. D S I FT LIP ( ,. + N 2 S ( I ) + ., , ., + N 2 S ( X ) + ,. ) ,. ) ; 
P:=PARENT(X,H); 
IF P=O THEN 
DONE:=TRUE 
ELSE 
DONE:=(H.KEYCH.HCPJJ<~H,KEY[I]); 
IF NOT DONE THEN 
BEGIN 
WHILE NOT DONE DO 
BEGIN 
Tl:=H.HCPJ; 
T2:=P; 
T3:=PARENT<P,H); 
DRAWDHEAPNODE<X,H,BLACK); 
H • H C X J : =T 1 ; H • HI t T 1 l :. =X ; 
DRAWDHEAPNODE(X,H,YELLOW); 
X:=T2; 
P:=T3; 
IF P=O THEN 
DONE:=TRUE 
ELSE 
DONE :=<H. KEY CH. HI p·] l <=H. KEY[ I J); 
ENDCWHILE NOT DONE}; 
DRAWDHEAPNqDE ( X, H, BLACK) ; 
ENDCIF NOT DONE}; 
H.H[XJ:=I;H.Hltll:=X; 
DRAWDHEAPNODE<X,H,YELLOW); 
SHOWRETURN(.,DSIFTUP.,); 
END; 
Figure 11 (continued): Prim (animated) DSIFTUP 
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PROCEDURE DDELETE(l:INTEGER;VAR H:DHEAP); 
( 
} 
VAR 
Language: 
Status: 
Written by: 
Purpose: 
Externals: 
Globals: 
PASCAL 
HAND-COPIED from RUNNING program 
P. F 1 or i an i Apr i 1 , 1 985 
this routine deletes the node of I from 
the dheap - the motion is animated. 
N2S,PARENT,DRAWDHEAPNODE,LINEW,NUMW, 
SHOWCALL,SHOWRETURN,DSIFTUP,DSIFTDOWN 
BLACK,YELLOW 
P,J,W,LX,LY:INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
SHOWCALL(,.DDELETE(,.+N2S(I)+,.),.); 
J:=H.HtH.SIZEl; 
W.:=H. WINDOW; 
IF W<>O THEN 
BEGIN 
P:=PARENT<H.SIZE,H)i 
IF P<>O THEN 
LINEW(H.XCH.SIZEJ,H·.YtH.SIZEJ,H.XCPJ,H.YCPl-22, 
BLACK ,W>; 
END; 
H.SIZE:=H.SIZE-1; 
IF I<>J THEN 
IF H.KEYCJl<=H.KEYCIJ THEN 
DSIFTUP(J,H.Hl[Il,H) 
ELSE 
DSIFTDOWN(J,H.HlCil,H); 
H.SIZE:=H.S1ZE+1; 
DRAWDHEAPNODE(H.SIZE,H,BLACK>; 
H.SIZE:=H.SIZE-1; 
IF W< >O THEN 
BEGIN 
LX:=WXHCWJ-WXL[Wl; 
LY:=WYHCWl-WYLCWl; 
NUMWC2,LY-12,H.SIZE,2,YELLOW,W); 
END; 
END; 
Figure 11 (continued): Prim (animated) DDELETE 
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FUNCTION DDELETEMIN<VAR H:DHEAP):INTEGER; 
( 
} 
VAR 
Language: PASCAL 
Status: HAND-COPIED from RUNNING program 
Written by: P. Floriani April, 1985 
Purpose: this routine deletes the node with the 
sma.11 est Key from the dheap - the motion is 
animated. 
Externals: SHOWCALL,SHOWRETURN,DDELETE,N2S 
I: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
SHOWCALL<'DDELETEMIN()'); 
IF H.SIZE=O THEN 
I :=O 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
I :=H.Ht 1]; 
DDELETE ( I , H). ; 
END; 
DDELETEMIN:=I; 
SHOWRETURN( 'DDELETEMIN<) := 1 +N2S( I)).;. 
END; 
Figure 11 (continued): Prim (animated) DDELETEMIN 
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PROCEDUR'E DINSERT( I: INTEGER;VAR H:DHEAP); 
( 
Language: PASCAL 
Status: 
Wr i t ten by : 
HAND-COPIED from RUNNING program 
P. Floriani April, 1985 
Purpose: 
Externals: 
) 
BEGIN 
th i s rout i n e i n se rt s a. new node i ,. i n to 
the dheap - the motion is animated. 
SHOWCALL,SHOWRETURN,DSIFTUP,N2S,DHEAPGENXY 
SHOWCALL< . ,DINSERT( "+N2S( I)+.,).,)· 
. . ' 
• 
H.SIZE:=H.SIZE+l; 
H.H[H.SIZEJ :=I ;H.HIC I l :=H.SIZE; 
DHEAPGENXY(H); 
DSIFTUP(I ,H.SIZE,H); 
SHOWRETURN(.,DINSERT'); 
END; 
Figure 11 <continued): Prim (animated) DI.NSERT 
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12 
·EDGE COST 
1 8 
2 5 
3 10 
4 2 
5 18 
6 3 
7 16 
8 12 
9 30 
10 14 
11 4 
12 26 
VERTEX 1 
EDGE <1,3) 
3 
8 28 
START 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
6 
END 
2 
3 
3 
4 
5 
4 
6 
5 
6 
7 
7 
7 
CHANGING EDGEC1,3) TO BLUE 
enter INSERT< 3) 
exit INSERT 
1 
. . . 
Figu~e 12: Sample Animation Frame 1 
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I 
4 
5 
.EDGE < 1 , 2) 
6 
3 
5 
1 
7 
CHANG I NG EDGE ( 1 , 2) TO BLUE 
enter INSERT ( 2) 
ex i t INSERT 
Figure 12: Sample Animation Frame 2 
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4 
5 
3 
6 
3 
5 
~
· 
2 
8 
enter OELETEMIN 
exit DELETEMlN:=3 
1 
7 
Figure 12.: Sample Animation Frame 3 
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, 
4 
5 
VERTEX 3 
EDGE (3,6) 
3 
6 
2 
8 
7 
CHANGING EDGE(3,6) TO BLUE 
enter INSERT( 6) 
exit INSERT 
Figure 12: Sample Animation Frame 4 
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'· 
4 
5 
EDGE (3,4) 
3 
16 
6 
2 
8 
~
6 
16 
7 
CHANGING EDGE<3,4) TO BLUE 
enter INSERT(4) 
ex i t INSERT 
1 
Figure 12: Sample Animation Frame 5· 
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. 
. . 
. ' 
4 
5 
·EDGE <2,3) 
EDGE (l,3) 
6 
16 
3 
16 
6 
4 
3 
enter DELETEMIN 
exit DELETEMIN:=4 
7 
2 
8 
1 
Figure 12: Sample Animation Frame 6 
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I 
/ . \ 
I 
4 
5 
VERTEX 4 
3 
16 
6 
2 
8 
~
6 
16 
7 
J EDGE <4,7) 
. 
·, 
CHANGING EDGE<4,7) TO BLUE 
enter INSERT<?) 
exit INSERT 
1 
Figure 12: Sample Animation Frame 7 
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4 
5 
EDGE (4,6) 
EDGE <4,5) 
3 
1 
6 
CHANGING EDGE(4,5) TO BLUE 
enter INSERT(5) 
exit INSERT 
Figure 12: Sample Animation Fr:a.me 8 
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... 
\ ) 
'l 
12 
( 5 
,,.--
EDGE (3,4) 
EDGE <2,4) 
3 
6 
2 
8 
. 
7 
14 
1 
CHANGING EDGE (1,2) TO RED 
CHANGING EDGE(2,4) TO BLUE 
enter DELETEMIN 
exit DELETEMIN:=2 
Figure 12: Sample Animation Frame 9 
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. 
. 
.. 
•.'. 
12 
VERTEX 2 
EDGE (2,5) 
EDGE (2,4) 
EDGE ( 2 ,·3) 
EDGE ( l ., 2) 
3 
6 
5 
12 
~ 
/ 
enter DELETEMIN 
e·xit DELETEMIN:=5 
t 
---7 
14 
Figure 12: Sample Anima.t:ion Frame 10 
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12 
VERTEX 5 
EDGE (5,7) 
3 
6 
7 
14 
~· 
8 
16 
1 
CHANGING EDGE (4,7) TO RED 
CHANGING EDGE(5,7) TO BLUE 
EDGE (4,5) 
EDGE (2,5) 
enter· DELETEMIN 
exit DELETEMIN:=7 
Figure 12: Sample Animation Frame 11 
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,. 
. . 1 
, 
12 
VERTEX 7 
EDGE <6,7) 
EDGE <5,7) 
EDGE (4,7) 
3 
6 
6 
16 
enter DELETEMIN 
exit DELETEMIN:=6 
1 
Figure 12: Sample Animation Frame 12 
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.. 
4 
'_ . / 
12 
' 
. VERTEX 6 
EDGE <6,7) 
EDGE <4,6) 
EDGE ( 3, 6) 
3 
6 
/ 
enter DELETEMIN 
exit DELETEMIN:=O 
1 
Figure 12: Sample Animatlon Frame 1S 
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.. 
3 
12 
1 
5 
6 
' 
( 
' 
RESULTS OF PRIM/S MINIMUM SPANN-ING TREE ALGORITHM: 
VERTEX BLUE EDGE COST START END 
2 4 2 2 
3 2 5 1 
4 6 3 3 
5 8 12 4 
6 7 1 6 3 
7 1 1 4 5 
Figure 12: Sample Animation Frame 14 
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Appendix A 
Externals used for the stacK animation of Figure 7 
PROCEDURE newv~riable(VAR vname,vtype:string); 
C creates an animation system based variable with 
identifier 'vname' and of type 'vtype'} 
PROCEDURE getva~iable(VAR vname:string;VAR x:INTEGER); 
C returns the valu of the animation system based variable 
' v n am e ' i n ' x ' } 
PROCEDURE setvariable(VAR vname:string;x:INTEGER); 
{ changes the value of the animation system based variable 
' v n am e ,. t o ' x 1 } 
PROCEDURE newscreen<VAR id:INTEGER>; 
C makes a window area ava·ilable for display - it is 
) 
~eferenced by an identifier 'idJ which is returned. The 
area is defin-d in the global variabl~ 1 screen,.} 
PROCEDURE standardheading(s:INTEGER); 
C inserts the standard heading information into the screen 
i d ' s,. . See F i gu re 6 for de ta i 1 s} 
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PROCEDURE boxstring(screen:INTEGER;VAR txt,str:string; 
len:INTEGER;x,y:INTEGER); 
(displays the value of the string 'str' of length 'len' in 
I 
a box on screen 'screen' , w i th lower 1 ef t corner ( x, y) • 
f 
a ~title /txt' is displayed to the left of the box) 
PROCEDURE box. i n t e ge r (screen : I NT EGER; VAR t x t : st r i n g; 
int,len1INTEGER;x,y:INTEGER); 
{displays the value of the integer "'int" (rightmost 'len" 
digits) in a box on screen "'screen', with lower left corner 
<xty). a title /txt' is displayed to the left of the box) 
PROCEDURE label(screen:INTEGER;VAR txt:string;x,y:INTEGER); 
{displays the label 'txt' on screen "screen' with lower 
left corner <x,y)} 
_,, .. , 
FUNCTION str(n:lNTEGER):string; 
C converts 'n' to its string representation (in base 10, 
with leading zeros removed) and returns it} 
GLOBALS 
stdchar. xs i- ze 
stdchar.ysize 
standard character x dimension in pix.els 
standard character y dimension in pixels 
screentsl .xs.ize for screen number s: x length in p.ixels 
screen[sl.ysize for screen -numbers: y length in pixels 
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Appendix 8 
The program 11 STREAMER 11 
This program is a user utility which performs time-delayed 
and scheduled submission of jobs. While it has access to 
llpr iv i 1.eged 11 inf orma t 1 on, i • e. pass.words, it uses a set of 
rules slightly more restrictive than the operating system 
to test for 1 e·ga 1 user access to the jobs. A unique 
feature is its ~bil ity to trace execut1on within the jobs 
i t subm i ts, by means of the command, 11 TELLSTREAMER 11 • 
When, in the course of execution of a job submitted by 
STREAMER, the operating system executes this statement, the 
text message to the right of the TELLSTREAMER command is 
sent to the ma1n STREAMER program, which r·ecords it for 
access by the r·equesting u.ser. Tt1is accomplishes a simple 
11 animation 11 of the system domain, as a user- may re.peatedly 
request information 6n the last messaQe sent ffom a , 
particular job. Except f:or i-nter-proc~ss interrupts, no 
special or system-privileged functions were required to 
implement this feature. 
The author wr·ote it while err,ployed at AMP Incorporated·, 
Harrisburg, PA, as System Sof·tware Specialist fo~ I&CP 
group CIM Systems, during Febr-uary and Ma·rch of 1984. 
,<' 
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Appendix C 
Externals used by the procedures of Figure 11 
PROCEDURE showcall(s:string); 
{displays the 1 ine ,.enter,.+s at the bottom of the code 
window, the top 1 i ne is. r-oJ 1 ed off the top) 
PROCEDURE showreturn(s:string); 
{displays the line ,.exi:t,.+s at the bottom of the code 
window, the top line is rolled off the top) 
PROCEDURE sho~l ine(s:string); 
{displays the 1 ine sat the bottom of the code window, the 
top line is rolled off the top} 
PROCEDURE drawedge(VAR g·:graph;e,c,~:INTEGER); 
. . ! 
/ 
C draws edge ,.e,. of graph using color ,.c,. in windbw ,.w,.} 
. ,-;,, 
/ 
/ 
FUNCTION n2s(z:INTEGER):string; 
( r·e turns the str lng form of ,. z,. } 
FUNCTION parent ( z: INTEGER ;VAR h: dheap): INTEGER; 
C returns the parent node in dheap ,.h,. of node ,.z,.) 
- 1-1 7 -
'. 
FUNCTION dminchild<i:integer;VAR h:dheap):integer; 
{re turns the child of node ., z,. in dhea_p ., h., with the 
minimum Key value) 
PROCEDURE 1 i new( xf, yf, x t, yt, c ,w: INTEGER); 
{draws a line from (xf,yf) to (xt,yt) with color ,.c., 
w i n d ow ., w ., } 
PROCEDURE charw<~,y,K,c1,c2,w:INTEGER); 
. 
,n 
{draws the character with ASC·II -ordinal .,K., using co:1or 
.,cl,. on a bacKground of color .,c2,.. in a 5 b>' 7 pixel cell 
w i t h i t s 1 owe r l e f t a t < x , y) i n w i n d ow ., w ., } 
PROCEDURE numw(x,r,n,1,c,w:lNTEGER); 
{ c on v e r t s t h e n um be r ., n ., t o a s t r i n g of l e n g th ., 1 .,. w h i c h i s 
d r awn i n c o 1 ·or· ., c ., on 8 LACK w i t h t h e l owe r 1 e f t a t ( x , y ) . 1n 
,. 
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